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l. Introduction 

ln the semantics of programming, data types are usually presented as algebras (cf. 
[24, 47] ). For instance, the collection of finite words A* over some alphabet A is an 
algebra 

(A*, !X: (I +(A x A*))-+ A*), 

where !X maps * (the sole element of the singleton set I = { *}) to the empty word and 
a pair (a, 1v) to a · w. This example is typical in that A* is an initial algebra. Initial 
algebras are generalizations of least fixed points, and satisfy familiar inductive proof 
and definition principles. 

For ilifinite data structures, the dual notion of coalgehra has been used as an al

ternative to the algebraic approach [6]. For instance, the set A00 of finite and infinite 
words over A can be described by the pair 

(A00
, y : A00 -+ (I +(Ax A00 

))), 

where y maps the empty word to * and a non-empty word to the pair consisting of its 
head (the first letter) and tail (the remainder). It is a coalgebra because 1' is a function 
from the canier set A 00 to an expression involving A 00

, that is, I + (A x A00 
), as 

opposed to the algebra above, where rx was a function into the canier set A*. Again 
the example is typical because A 00 is a .final coalgebra, which generalizes the notion 
of greatest fixed point. 

Coalgebras are also suitable for the description of the dynamics of systems such as 
deterministic automata ( cf. [5, 52]). Traditionally, these are represented as tu pies 

(Q,A,B,8: Q x A ~Q, /L Q~B), 
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consisting of a set of states Q, an input alphabet A, an output alphabet B, a next state 
function <'), and an output function ft (in addition an initial state is often specified as 
well). Alternatively, such an automaton can be represented as a coalgebra of the form 

(Q,ot:Q -+(QA x B)), 

where QA is the set of all functions from A to Q, and ot can be defined in an obvious 
manner from fi and /~ (and vice versa). Another, more recent use of coalgebras is made 
in the specification of the behaviour of classes in object-oriented languages (35, 36, 68). 

Similarly, Peter Aczel uses a coalgebraic description of (nondeterministic transition) 
systems in constructing a model for a theory of non-well founded sets [2]. Maybe more 
importantly, he also introduces a proof principle for final coalgebras called strong 
extensionality. It is fonmulated in terms of the notion of hisimulation relation, origi
nally stemming from the field of concurrency semantics [56, 60]. Using the notion of 
coalgehra homomorphism, the definition of bisimulation has been generalized in [4], 
as a formal dual to the notion of conyruence on algebras (see also (76) ). This ab
stract formulation of bisimulation gives rise to definition and proof principles for final 
coalgebras (generalizing Aczel's principle of strong extensionality), which are the coal
gebraic counterpart of the inductive principles for initial algebras, and which therefore 
are called coinductive [75). 

These observations, then, have led to the development in the present paper of a 
general theory of coalgebras called universal coalgehra, along the lines of universal 
algebra. Universal algebra (cf. [16, 54]) deals with the features common to the many 
well-known examples of algebras such as groups, rings. etc. The central concepts are 
!'-algebra, homomorphism of !'-algebras, and congruence relation. The corresponding 
notions (76) on the coalgebra side are: coalgebra, homomorphism of coalgebras, and 
bisimulation equivalence. These notions constitute the basic ingredients of our theory 
of universal coalgebra. (More generally, the notion of suhstitutive relation corresponds 
to that of bisimulation relation; hence congruences, which are substitutive equivalence 
relations, correspond to bisimulation equivalences.) Adding to this the above-mentioned 
observation that various dynamical systems (automata, transition systems, and many 
others as we shall see) can be represented as coalgebras, makes us speak of universal 
coalgebra as a theory of systems. We shall go even as far as, at least for the context 
of the present paper, to consider coalgebra and system as synonyms. 

The correspondence between the basic elements of the theories of algebra and coal
gebra are summarized in the following table: 

II Universal algebra: Universal coalgebra: II 
( E-)algebra coalgebra = system 

algebra homomorphism system homomorphism 
substitutive relation bisimulation relation 

(congruence relation) (bisimulation equivalence) 
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As mentioned above, universal algebra plays a guiding role in the development of 
universal algebra as a theory of coalgebras ( = systems). Much of this involves re
placing the central notions from universal algebra by the corresponding coalgebraic 
notions, and see whether the resulting statements can actually be proved. Often, facts 
on E-algebras turn out to be valid (in their translated version) for systems as well. Ex
amples are basic observations on quotients and subsystems, and the so-called three 
isomorphism theorems. ln other cases, more can be said in the world of coalge
bras about the dual of an algebraically important notion than about that notion it
self. For instance, initial algebras play a role of central importance. Initial coalgebras 
are usually tiivial but .finlll coalgebras are most relevant. A related example: initial 
algebras are minimal: they have no proper subalgebras. This property is equivalent 
to the famil iar induction proof principle. Dually, final coalgebras are simple: they 
have no proper quotients, which can be interpreted as a so-called coinductive proof 
principle. 

In a previous paper [71), the above programme has been carried out for one particular 
family of systems: unlabelled nondeterministic transition systems (also called frames). 
As it turns out, all observations on such systems apply to many other kinds of systems 
as well, such as detenninistic and nondeterministic automata, binary systems, and hyper
systems. Also the afore-mentioned infinite data structures, which can be interpreted as 
dynamical systems as well, are examples to which the theory applies. 

All these different examples can be conveniently described in one single framework , 
using some basic category theory. Each of these classes of systems turns out to be the 
collection of coalgebras of a particular jimctor, and different functors correspond to 
different types of systems. (In that respect, the world of universal algebra is simpler 
because of the existence of a general, noncategorical way of describing all L'-algebras 
at the same time, namely as sets with operations, the type of which is specified by the 
signature I:. A categorical treatment is also feasible in the algebraic case, though; see 
[5 1].) 

The generality of the coalgebraic theory presented here thus lies in the fact that 
all results are formulated for coalgebras of a collection of well-behaved functors on 
the category of sets and functions, and thereby apply to a great number of different 
systems. This number can be seen to be larger still by varying the category involved. 
Taking, for instance, the cat·egory of complete metric spaces rather than simply sets 
allows us to deal with (discrete time) dynamical systems (Section 18 ). 

Some familiarity with the basic elements of category theory, therefore, will be of 
use when reading this paper. The notions of category and functor will be assumed to 
be known. Section 20 has been included to provide some background information. It 
contains some basic definitions, facts, and notation both on sets and functors on the 
category of sets, and is to be consulted when needed. 

The family of (nondeterministic labelled) transition systems [43, 65) will be used as 
a mnning example throughout the first sections of the paper. The reader might want 
to refer to [71], where many of the present observations are proved in a less abstract 
way for transition systems; to [39), for an introduction to coalgebra and coinduction; 
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or to (73), where detenninistic automata are treated coalgebraically, but without any 
reference to category theo1y. 

A synopsis of the contents of the present paper is given by the seco11d column of the 
following table, which extends the one above. Its first column shows the con-esponding 
algebraic notions. (See Section 13 for a discussion on the formal relationship between 
the algebraic and the coalgebraic notions.) 

Universal algebra Universal coalgebra 

(17-)algebra coalgebra=system 
algebra homomorphism system homomorphism 

substitutive relation bisimulation relation 
congruence bisimulation equivalence 
subalgebra subsystem 

minimal algebra minimal system 
(no proper subalgebras) ~ (no proper subsystems) 

induction proof principle 
simple algebra simple system 

(no proper quotients) (no proper quotients) ~ 
coinduction proof principle 

initial algebra initial system 
(is minimal, plus: (often trivial ) 

induction definition principle) 
final algebra final system 

(often trivial) (is simple, pl1.1s: 
co induction definition principle) 

free algebra (used in free system 
algebraic specification) (often trivial) 

cofree algebra cofree system (used in 
(often trivial) coalgebraic specification) 

variety (closed under subalgebras, variety (closed under subsystems, 
quotients, and products) <===> quotients, and products) 

definable by a quotient 
of a free algebra 

covariety (closed under subalgebras, covariety (closed under subsystems, 
quotients, and coproducts) quotients, and coproducts) ~ 

definable by a subsystem 
of a cofree system 

Note that this table is not to suggest that the theory of systems is dual to that of 
algebras. (If so the paper would end here.) It is true that certain facts about algebras 
can be dualized and then apply to systems. For instance, the fact that the quotient 
of a system with respect to a bisimulation equivalence is again a system is dual to 
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the fact that the quotient of an algebra with respect to a congruence yields again an 

algebra. However, many notions that are defined in both worlds in the same way, have 

entirely different properties. Examples are the afore-mentioned initial algebras and final 

coalgebras. 
Deep insights about groups are not obtained by studying universal algebra. Nor 

will universal coalgebra lead to difficult theorems about (specific types of) systems. 

Like universal algebra, its possible merit consists of the fact that it " ... tidies up 

a mass of rather trivial detail, allowing us to concentrate our powers on the hard 

core of the problem .. [ 16]. There are maybe two aspects that we might want to add 

to this. Firstly, induction principles are well-known and much used. The coinduc

tive definition and proof principles for coalgebras are less well-known by far, and 

often even not very clearly formulated. Universal coalgebra offers a simple context 

for a good understanding of coinduction. Secondly, many families of systems look 

rather different from the <>utside, and so do the corresponding notions of bisimula

tion. A systematic study of coa!gebras brings to light many, sometimes unexpected 

similarities. 
This paper both gives an overview of some of the existing insights in the theory of 

coalgebras, and, in addition , presents some new material. Section 19 contains a brief 

description per section of which results have been taken from the literature, as well as 

a discussion of related work. In summary, the present theory was preceded by [71], 

which at its turn builds on p revious joint work with Turi [75, 76), from which a number 

of results on final systems is taken. Many observations that are folklore in the context 

of particular examples (such as transition systems) are generalized to arbitrary systems. 

The section on the existence of final systems is based on results from Barr [9]. The 

work of Jacobs on a coalgebraic semantics for object-oriented programming [35) and 

coalgebraic specification [33] has greatly influenced the section on cofree systems. The 

present paper is a reworking of (72]. Since the appearance of the latter report, much 

new theory on coalgebra has been developed. Many of these recent developments can 

be found in (38, 40). 

2. Coalgebras, homomorphisms, and bisimulations 

The basic notions of coalgebra, homomorphism, and bisimulation relation are in

troduced. A iunning example for this section will be the family of labelled transition 

systems. Many more examples will follow in Section 3. 

Let F: S(•t-+ Set be a functor. An F-coalgehra or F-system is a pair (S, ~s) con

sisting of a set S and a function 'Y.s: S-+ F(S). The set S is called the carrier of the 

system, also to be called the set of states; the function <Y.s is called the F-transitiun 

structure (or dynamics) of the system. When no explicit reference to the functor (i.e., 

the type of the system) is needed, we shall simply speak of system and transition 

structure. Moreover, when no explicit reference to the transition structure is needed, 

we shall often use S instead of (S, ocs ). 
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Example 2.1. Consider /ahl!!led tra11sitio11 systl!111s (S, -+s,A ), consisting of a set S 

of states, a transition relation -+s <;;:; S x A x S, and a set A of labels (29, 43, 65]. As 
always, s ....!!..__.5 s' is used to denote (s, a, s') E -+s. Define 

B(X)=&'(A xX) = {VI V<;;:;A xX}, 

for any set X. We shall see below that B is a functor from Set to Set. A labelled 
transition system (S, -+s, A) can be represented as a B-system (S, as) by defining 

t:t.s: S-+ B(S), s >--> { (a,s'} I s -"..-.s s'}. 

And conversely, any B-system (S, t:t.s) corresponds to a transition system (S, A, -+s) by 
defining 

(I I ( ' ) S ----'>sS <===> a,s Ecxs(s). 

In other words, the class of all labelled transition systems coincides with tihe class of 
all B-systems. 

Let (S, ixs) and ( T, cxr) be two F-systems, where F is again an arbit rary func
tor. A function f: S-+ T is a homomorphism of F-sy.1·tl!ms, or F-hvmomorphism, 
if F(f) ort.s=t:t.rof: 

s f 
T 

"1 l ·' 
F(S ) 

F(/) 
F(T). 

Intuitively, homomorphisms are functions that preserve and reflect F -transition struc
tures (see the example below). We sometimes write f : ( S, rxs) -+ ( T, cxr) to express 
that f is a homomorphism. The identity function on an F-system (S, rxs) is al ways 
a homomorphism, and the composition of two homomorphisms is again a homomor
phism. Thus the collection of all F-systems together with F-system homomorphisms 
is a category, which we denote by SetF. 

Example 2.1 (continued ). Let (S,A , -+s) and (T,A, -+T) be two labelled transition 
systems with the same set A of labels, and let (S,rxs) and ( T,r:xr) be the corresponding 
representations as B-systems. Per definition, a B-homomorphism f : (S, rt.s)-+ ( T, t:t.r) 
is a function f: S -+ T such that B(f) o t:t.s = t:t.r of, where the function B(f ), also 
denoted by &'(A x f ), is defined by 

8(/)( V) =&'(Ax f)( V) = { (a,f(s)) I (a,s) E V}. 
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Note that B is defined both on sets and on functions. Moreover, B can be shown to 
preserve identit ies: B(ls )= l81s i. and compositions: B(foy)=B(f)oB(y). In other 
word<;, B is indeed a functor. One can easily prove that the equality B(f) o rxs = r::t.r of 
is equivalent to the following two conditions: for all s in S, 
I. for all s' in S, if s ~ss' then f(s) ~r f(s'); 
2. for all tin T , if f(s)....:!....+rt then there is s' in S with s....:!....+rs' and f(s') = I. 
Thus a homomorphism is a function that is transition preserving and reflecting. 

An F-homomorphism f: S--+ T with an inverse f- 1 : T --+ S which is also a ho
momorphism is called an isomc>rpliis111 between S and T . As usual, S ';!;5. T means that 
there exists an isomorphism between S and T. An injective homomorphism is called 
mo110111orphis111. Dually, a surjective homomorphism is called epimorpliism. Given sys
tems S and T, we say that S can be emhedded into T if there is a monomorphism 
from S to T. If there exists an epimorphism from S to T , T is called a lwmomorphic 
imaye of S. In that case, T is also called a qw>tient of S. 

Remark 2.2. The above definitions are sufficient for our purposes but, more generally, 
monomorphisms could be defined as homomorphism that are mono in the category 
Set F: that is, homomorphisms f : S--+ T such that for all homomorphisms k : U --+ S and 
I: U--+ S: if f ok = f o I then k =I. Clearly injective homomorphisms are mono. One 
can show that for a large class of functors, the converse of this statement holds as well. 
A dual remark applies to epimorphisms. Further details are given in Proposition 4.7. 

The following properties will be useful. 

Proposition 2.3. Every h(jectivc' homomorphi.~111 is necessarily an isomorphism. 

Proof. If f: (S, !;l.s )--+ ( T,IXr ) is an F-homomorphism and y: T--+ S is an inverse off 
then 

'1S o {J 

F (y)oF(f)o-:xsoy 

= F(g) orxrofoy 

= F(g) o!;l.r. 

thus g is a homomorphism. 0 

Lemma 2.4. Lt:'t S , T, and U be syst<'l11S, and f: S --+ T, y: S __. U, a11d h : U --+ T uny 
functions. 
I. If f =hoy, y is surjecrive, and f ancl y ure /10111omorphisms, then h is u homu

morpliism. 
2. If f =hog, h is injective, and f and h are /10momorphisms. then y i.~ a homo

morphism. 
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Proof. We prove 1, the proof of 2 is similar. Consider /1 E U and let s ES be such 
that !/(s) = 11. Then 

~ 
S 9 U h T 

«sl l«u l«r 
F (S) ~ F(U) ~ F(T). ___.... 

F(/) 

F(h) o 11.u(11) 

F(h)orxuoy(s) 

= F(h)oF(g)oocs(s) 

= F(f) orxs(s) 

= a.r o /{.<1) 

= rxroho51(s) 

= IXT 0 h( u ). D 

We now come to the third fundamental notion of universal coalgebra. A hisimulation 
between two systems is intuitively a transition structure respecting relation between 
sets of states. Formally, it is defined, for an arbitrary set functor F: Set--+ Set, as 
follows [ 4): Let (S, rxs) and ( T, :xr) be F-systems. A subset R <; S x T of the Cartesian 
product of S and T is called an F -hisi111ulativn between S and T if there exists an 
F-transition structure IXR :R-+F(R) such that the projections from R to Sand Tare 
F-homomorphisms: 

S ,___n_, - R --"'--=-----+ T 

«sl +A l«r 
F (S) +-- F(R ) - F(T). 

F(1t1) F(rt,) 

We shall also say, making explicit reference to the transition structures, that (R, IXR) 

is a bisimulation between (S,:xs) and (T,:xr). If (T,rxr)=(S,rxs) then (R,11.R) is called 
a bisimulation 011 (S. rxs ). A bisi111ulutio11 equivulence is a bisimulation that is also an 
equivalence relation. Two states s and t are called hisi111ilur if there exists a bisimu
lation R with (s, r) ER. (See Section 19 for some references to alternative categorical 
approaches to bisimulation.) 

Example 2.1 (continued). Consider again two {labelled transition systems represented 
as) B-systems {S, a.s) and ( T, et.r ). We show that a 8-bisimulation between S and T is 
a relation R <; S x T satisfying, for all (s. r) E R, 
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I. for all s' in S, ifs ~s s' then there is 1' in T with t ~rt' and (s',t') ER, 
2. for all 1

1 in T, if I ~T 11 then there is s' in S with s ~ss' and (s'.t') E R, 
which is the familiar definition of bisimulation from concurrency theory [56, 60). For 
let R be a 8-bisimulation with transition structure an: R-+ B(R). As before, 'Y.n induces 
a relation - R ~ Rx Ax R. Let (s, t) E R, and suppose s ~ss'. Because s = n:1(s, 1) 
this implies rr1 (s, 1) ~s s', and because n1 is a homomorphism, it follows that there 
is (s", 1') ER with (s, t) ~R (.~", 11

) and n 1 (s", 1') = s'. Thus (s', t') E R. Because n2 
is a homomorphism it follows that I ~r 11

, which concludes the proof of clause I. 

Clause 2 is proved similarly. Conversely, suppose R satisfies clauses I and 2. Define 
r:t.n : R-+ B(R), for (s, t) E R, by 

r:t.n(s,t}= {(a, (s', 1'))1 .~~ss' and t~r t' and (s',t')E R}. 

It is immediate from clauses l and 2 that the projections are homomorphisms from 
(R, rt.n) to (S. rt.s) and ( T, rt.r ). (Note that in ge111eral rt.n is not the only transition structure 
on R having this property.) 

A concrete example of a bisirnulation relation between two transition systems is the 
following. Consider two systems S and T: 

b b 
So S i Db 

S= "1 ,1 T= ·l 
s~ s' I t' 

Then { (s;, .1·j) I i,j ~ 0} U { (s; ,sj ) I i, j ~ 0} is a bisimulation on S. And { (s;, l) I i ~ 0} 
u{(s;,1')l i~O} is a bisimulation between Sand T. Note that the function f:S -+ T 
defined by f( s; ) = t and f (sn = 11 is a homomorphism, and that there exists no ho
momorphism from T to S. 

The last observation of the example above (that f is a homomorphism) is an imme
diate consequence of the following fundamental relationship between homomorphisms 
and bisimulations. 

Theorem 2.5. Let (S, ets ) and (T, ar ) be tll'o systems. A function f: S-+ T is a ho
momorphism (land only if its graph G(f) is 11 bisimulatiun betu·een (S, ets ) and 
(T, ar ). 

Proof. Let rx : G(/) -+ F(G(f)) be such that (G(f),r:t. ) is a bisimulation between (S, xs ) 
and ( T, ar ). Let n 1 and n2 be the projections from G(f) to S and T. Because rr1 is 
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bijective it has an inverse :n:j1 :(SJY-s)--+(G(f), :x) which is also a homomorphism. 
Because f = rr2 o:n:j1, also f is a homomorphism. 

Conversely, suppose f is a homomorphism. We can take F(:n:1)- 1o cxs o n1 as a 
transition structure on G(f ). This clearly turns :n:1 into a homomorphism. The same 
holds for :n:2: 

= rxr of o n 1 

(Because F( :n:1 ) is mono, there is only one transition strncture on G(f ). ) 0 

Therefore homomorphisms are sometimes called .fimctfonal hisimu!ation.\·. 

Remark 2.6. The characterization of B-bisimulation in the example of transition sys
tems above is an instance of the following more general result. Let again (S, rx.s) and 
(T, rxr) be two F -systems. A relation R <;:,S x T is an F-bisimulation if and only if, for 
all s in S and t in T, 

(s, t) ER=} (a(s), fi(t )) E G(F(n 1 ))-
1 o G(F(n2) ), 

where the latter expression denotes the relational composition of the inverse of the 
graph of F(n1 ) followed by the graph of F(:n:2 ) . If a set functor preserves weak 
pullbacks, then this composition can be taken as the definition of the action of F 
on the relation R, thus extending F from the category of sets and functions to the 
category of sets and relations. Such extensions are sometimes called relators. ln 
[74), the connection between relators, coalgebras and bisimulations is further 
investigated. 

3. Systems, systems, systems, ... 

The coalgebras, homomorphisms, and bisimulations of a number of functors that 
can be considered as the basic building blocks for most systems are described. (All 
functors that are used are described in the Appendix.) 
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3.1. Dett'rllli11isti<' .l')'.l'f('l//S 

Deterministic systems exist in many different fonns. The simplest ones are coalgebras 

of the identity functor I (S) = S: 

s 

s. 

The notation .~ -s s' for !ls(s) = .~ is used as a shorthand, which puts emphasis on 

the fact that 'Xs actually gives the dynamics of the system (S, 7.s ), and should be read 

as : in state s the system S can make a transition step to state s'. The arrow notation 

will turn out to be particularly useful for the characterization of homomorphisms and 

bisimulations. Fonnally, the above equivalence is simply stating that any function is 

also a (functional) relation. Conversely, it is often convenient to define the dynamics of 

a system by specifying its transitions (in particular when dealing with nondeterministic 

systems, see below). For instance, specifying for the set of natural numbers transitions 

0 - 1 - 2- .... 

defines the detenninistic system ( .¥, succ), where succ is the successor function. 

A homomorphism between two detenninistic systems (S, as) and ( T, ar) is a function 

f: S -+ T satisfying for all s in S, 

s - s' => f(s)--+f(s'). 

(Note that we have dropped the subscripts from -s and -r, a convention we 

shall often apply. ) Thus, homomorphisms between deterministic systems are transition 

preserving functions. A bisimulation between detenninistic systems S and T is any 

relation R ~ S x T such that, for all s E S and t E T, 

(s, r} E R and s - s' and t --+ 1
1 => (s', t'} E R. 

Thus, bisimulations between deterministic systems are tra11sition respecting relations. 

For instance, there is an obvious bisimulation relation between the above system 

( .%, succ), and the system 

0 
Not only are there many detenninistic systems (take any set and any function from the 

set to itself), many of them have a more interesting dynamics than one would expect 

at first sight, in spite of the fact that the functor at stake is trivial. For instance, let 

A be any set (alphabet) and let A~ be the set of all so-called bi-infinite sequences 
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(words) over A. (Here ?£ is the set of a II integers. ) It can be given the following 
dynamics: 

'"" 1 shift(</>) = J.m.1{1(m + I ). 

This example is of central importance in the theory of symhv/ic dynumics ( cf. ( 12]). 
There the set of bi-infinite words is supplied with a metric, by which the shift exam
ple becomes even more interesting. See Section 18 for some observations about such 
'metiic systems'. 

3.2. Termination 

Any set S catTies a coalgebra structure of the constant functor F(S) = I: 

s 

"1 s l = •s(s) ~ •, 

I , 

where I = { * }. Thus S can be viewed as a system with trivial dynamics, in which no 
state can take a step and every state s tenninates, as expressed by the arrow notation 
sl . Any function between such systems trivially is a homomorphism and any relation 
a bisimulation. Thus the category Set 1 of all systems of the constant functor is just 
(isomorphic to) the category of sets. 

Deterministic systems with termination are coalgebras of the fu nctor F(S) = I + S: 

s 

~ 1 s~I = •s(.•)~.i, s j <= •s(.<)~ • 

I +S, 

Such a system can in a state s either make a trans1tton to a state s' or terminate. 
Homomorphisms (and bisimulations) are as before, with the additional property that 
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tenninating states are mapped to (related to ) terminating states. Note that homomor
phisms not only preserve but also reflect transi tions: if f: S-+ T is a homomorphism 
and /(s) ---+ I, for s ES and I E T, then there exists s' E S with s --> s' and /(.~) = r. 

An example of a detenninistic system with termination is the system of the f!.\·t,,mfrd 
nu r111·a/ 1111mhl!1-.,· [ 6] Ai' = { 0, I, 2,. . . } U { oo}, with dynamics 

Q ·· · -->2---+ l -->Ol, 

which, equivalently, can be defined as 

pred(n) ~ { : - I 

I+ %, 

if n = 0, 
if 0 <n f- oo, 
if /1 = 00. 

In this system, a natural number n can take precisely n transition steps and then 
tenninates, and the additional number oo o nly takes a step to itself and hence never 
tenninates. 

3.3. Input 

Systems in which state transitions may depend on input are coalgebras of the functor 
F (S) = SA (here sA ={/ If :A -+S} ): 

s 

"1 s..!C.s' = as(.•l(•l ~l. 
SA, 

where A is any set (to be thought of as an input alphabet) and the arrow can be read 
as: in state s and given input a, the system can make a transition to state s'. Typical 
examples of deterministic systems with input are deterministic uutomutu, which tradi
tionally are represented as pairs (Q,c'i:(Q x A)-+Q), consisting of a set Q of states 
and a state transition function ,5 that for every state q and input symbol a in A deter
mines the next state c~(q,a). (Often an initial state and a set of final states is specified 
as well, but they can be dealt with separately.) As observed in the introduction, in 
(66, 52], such automata are precisely the deterministic systems with input mentioned 
above, because of the following bijection: 

{f If: Q x A-+ Q} ~{! I f: Q-+QA}. 
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A homomorphism between (S, xs) and ( T, ':l.r) is any function f: S-+ T sati sfying for 
all s in S, a in A, 

s ....!!......s' =} f(s) ~ f(s' ). 

A bisimulation between systems S and T is now a relation R s S x T such that, for 
all a in A, 

(s, r) E R and s ~ s' and t ~ r' ~ (s',t') E R. 

For instance, all states in the following two systems are bisi milar: 

3.4. Output 

Transitions may a lso yield an output. Thus we consider coalgebras of the functor 
F(S) = A x S: 

s 

~ 1 .,-'-. . .' = xs(s)~ (a,.i), 
Ax S, 

where A is an arbitrary set and the arrow can be read as: in state s, one can 'observe' 
the output a, and the system can make a transition to the state .<;'. An intuition that 
often applies is to consider the output a as the ·observable effect' of the state transition. 
(Note that the same arrow notation ~ is used both for transitions with input and with 
output. In general, the right interpretation follows from the context.) Such systems 
are also called deterministic labelled transition .\ystems (65). Homomorphisms and 
bis imulations can be characterized by an obvious variation on the descriptions above. 
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A concrete example is the set A"' of infinite sequences over A, with 

A"' 

(h.•) 1 
A x A"', 

The pair (h, t) assigns to an infinite sequence its hew/ (the first element) and tail (the 
remainder). Adding the possibility of termination yields, for instance, the following two 
variations, where the functors involved are F(S);;:; 1 +(A x S) and F(S);;:; A +(A x S ): 

s s 

1 1 
l + (Ax S), A + (Ax S). 

An example of the first type is the set A00 of finite and infinite streams, with 

Similarly, the set A f of non-empty finite and infinite streams over A is an example of 
the last type, S ---> A + (A x S ). 

3.5. Binary systems 

Binary systems are coalgebras of the functor F(S) = S x S. Now a transition yields 
two new states: 

s 

~ l s ~ {so. s,) <= os(s) ~ {.s0 •• s,). 

Sx S, 
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A homomorphism between binary systems S and T is any function f: S ...... T satisfying 
for all s in S, 

Simi larly for bisimulations. A concrete example of a binary system is the set fr of 
integers with transitions 

;:====:::= - I 0 <=====:::! 

Note that the fact that there are two outgoing trans1t1ons from each state should in 
this context not be interpreted as a form of nondetenninism (see below): the system 
is perfectly deterministic in that for each .state one transition is possible, leading to a 
pair of new states. The system can equivalently be defined by 

!Z 

'"'"'· ~,, 1 
!Z x !Z, 

m--+ (m- l,m + 1) . 

Variations of binary systems can be obtained by adding labels (output) and the possi
bility of tennination: 

s s s 

l 1 1 
S x Ax S, (A x S) x (A x S), I + ((A x S) x (A x S)). 

Examples of such systems are, respectively: the set of infinite node-labelled binary 
trees, where each node is assigned its label in A, together with the nodes of the 
two subtrees; the set of infinite arc-labelled bina1y trees, where a node is mapped 
to the two nodes of its subtrees, each together with the label of the co1Tespond
ing arc; and the set of all arc-labelled binary trees with finite and infinite 
branches. 
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3. 6. Nolllle1er111i11is1ic systems 

From one state, several transitions may be possible: 

s 

« l .< ~ s' <= s' E " s{.<). 

&'(S ), 

A variation of this type of systems is obtained by adding labels, thus considering 
coalgebras of the functor F(S) =&'(A x S ): 

s 

~1 s__!!_.s' {=} (a,s')E o:s(s) . 

.9(A x S), 

These are the nondeterministic labelled transition systems of Example 2.1, where ho
momorphisms and bisimulations have been characte1ized as transition-preserving and 
reflecting functions and relations. Often one wishes to consider systems with houndl!d 
nondeterminism, in which from an arbitrary state only a finite number of transitions is 
possible. Such systems can be modelled using the finite powerset functor: 

s 

~j 
9,i·(A x S), 

and are called .finitdy hrt111cl1iny. Yet another class of systems are the coalgebras of 
the functor F(S) = &lj·(S )A: 

which are called image .finite: for every s in S and a in A, the number of reachable 
states {s' I s~ s'} is finite. 
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3. 7. Hyper sy.~f('n/S 

The contravariant powerset functor can be used to model hyper systems, in which 
a state can make nondeterministically a step to a set of states: 

s 

«l .<~V <= VEas(.<). 

ffe( ffe( s) ), 

Here ffe(S) = 2s and thus ffe(@i(S))=2<is>; see Appendix. Note that we are describing 
the elements of ffe(#(S ) ) as subsets rather than characteristic functions. The arrow 
s---+ V should be read as: from state .~ the system can reach the set V of states (but 
not necessarily each individual element of /I). Using the definition of the contrava1iant 
powerset functor, one can show that a homomorphism between hyper systems S and 
T is any function f: S-+ T satisfying, for all s in S and W <; T, 

s-+f- 1(W) <==> f(s)-+W. 

Bisimulations are generally not so easy to characterize. For the special case of a bisim
ulation equ ivalence R <; S x S on a hypersystem S, the following holds: 1 for all s and 
s' in S , 

(s,s') ER~ (for every R-equivalence class V <; S, s-+ /I <==> s'-+ V ). 

The reader is invited to try and model hyper systems using the covariant powerset 
functor, to find that the notions of homomorphism and bisimulation are rather different 
in that case. This example illustrates the impo1tance of functors, which operate both 
on sets and on functions, in a theory of coalgebras. 

3.8. Mure· examples 

Some further examples are given, using functors that combine some of the basic 
constructions mentioned above. 

AutumaLU: are systems with input and output, possibly with tennination, such as 

s s s 

l l l 
1 This type of bisimula1ion seems to be underlying: many of the recently proposed prohabilistit· bisimula

tions (46, 85). It was found in joint work with Erik de Vink (21). 
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Systems of the first and second type are known as Mealy machines and Moore ma
chines, respectively, the main difference being that with the latter the output does not 
depend on the input. For the case of B = 2 = {O, I}, Moore machines are k.J1own as 
deterministic automata: 

s 

'"·'' 1 s_!!__,s' *=? t(s)(a)=s', s l *=? o(s)=I. 

The output function o indicates whether a state s in S is acceptin~J (also called 
final): o(s) = I , or not: o(s) = 0. The transition function t assigns to a state s a 
function /(.'>'.) : A-+ S , which specifies the state t(s )(a) that is reached after an in
put symbol a has been consumed. Even though we are using the same notation 
sl, note that an accepting state is not terminating in the sense used at the begin
ning of this section, since any state s can, for any input a, progress to a next state 
t(s )(a). Traditionally (but isomorphically), detenninistic automata are represented as 
sets S together with a transition function of type (S x A)-+ S ( conesponding to 
I : S-+ SA), together with a set of accepting states F ~ S ( coITesponding to o: S-+ 2 ). 
The coalgebraic theory of tllis classical example of automata is described in all detail 
in [73). 

Graphs: A directed ( 1-)graph ( V, E) consists of a set V of points (vertices) and an 
edge relation E ~ V x V, representing the arcs of the graph. Graphs are in one-to-one 
correspondence with nondet·enninistic systems because of the bijection 

U I I : v _. &( v )} ~ & ( v x v ). 

Note that the standard notion of graph homomorphism is a function preserving the arc 
relation [77), without necessari ly reflecting it. In contrast, a homomorphism of (graphs 
as) nondetenninistic systems both preserves and reflects the arcs, as a consequence of 
the categorical definition of homomorphism of F-coalgebras. Nevertheless, the tradi
tional way of representing graphs and arc-preserving homomorphisms between them 
can be modelled in the present framework by considering the following, so to speak 
many-sorted coalgebraic definition: 2 Consider the functor 

F:(Set x Set)-+(Set x Set), {X, Y) t-> { I , X x X ) . 

2 This definition was suggested by Andrea Corradini. 
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A graph (JI,£) can be represented as a coalgebra of F by defin ing 

(V,E) 

l "·'·'·''' 
( l , v x v ), 

23 

where s: E-+ V and I: E-+ V are the projections from £ to V, which we call source 
and target. An F-homomorphism 

(V,E} 
(f.g) 

(V',E' ) 

l'.(u)) l l '""'"''' 
(l,VxV) 

( 1.fxf) 
( l ,V'xV') 

is a pair of functions f: V -+ V' and y : E --+ E' such that 

f(s(e)) = s'(g(e) ), f(t(e)) = t'(y( e) ), 

which is the usual definition of graph homomorphism. 
Frames and models: A frame in the world of modal logic (cf. [25]) is a directed 

graph, and thus (as we have seen above) can be represented as a nondetenninistic 
system. A model ( V, £, f) is a frame ( V, E) together w ith a function .f: <P--+ f:P( V }, 
where <P is a collection of atomic fonnulas in some given modal logic. Intuitively, 
f specifies for each formula in which states v in JI it holds. Because of the isomor
phism 

{f I f : <t>-+ EP< v l} ~ U I f : v --. &>< <P l}. 

it is easily verified that models correspond to systems of type 

JI 

l 
9( <P) x f:P( v ). 

As it turns out, homomorphisms and bisimulations for these systems correspond pre
cisely to the so-called p-morphisms and zig-zag relations of modal logic. 
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R<'.\'lllllpt iu11s: are systems of type 

s 

1 
In other words, resumptions are nondetenninistic systems with input and output. They 
play a central role in the semantics of (nondetenninistic and parallel) programming 
languages (<;f. (8, 29] ). 

4. Limits a nd colimits of systems 

We want to prove statements like: the union of a collection of bisimulations is again 
a bisimulation; the quotient of a system with respect to a bisimulation equivalence 
is again a system; and the kernel of a homomorphism is a bisimulation equivalence. 
These facts are well-known for certain systems such as nondeterministic labelled tran
sition systems. As it turns out, they do not depend on particular properties of such 
examples, and actually apply to (almost) all systems we have seen sofar. Therefore, 
this section presents a number of basic categorical constructions that will enable us, 
in the subsequent sections, to prove all these statements for all systems at the same 
time. 

There are three basic constructions in the category Set F of F -systems that are 
needed: the fonnation of l'Oproducts (sums), coequulizers, and pu/lhucks ( cf. Ap
pendix). In this section, they are discussed in some detail for arbitrary F-systems. 
The family of labelled transition systems is used again as a running 
example. 

(We shall see that in SetF coproducts and coequalizers exist, for arbitrary functors 
F. If the functor F preserves pullbacks, then also pullbacks exist in SetF and they can 
be constructed as in Set. For completeness, a general description of limits and colimits 
of systems is presented at the end of this section.) 

4.1. Copnuluc1.1· 

Coproducts (as well as coequalizers and, more generally any type of colimit) in 
Set F are as easy as they are in the category Set. The coprotluct (or sum) of two 
F-systems (S,ocs) and (T.~r) can be constructed as follows. Let is:S - •(S ·I T) and 
ir: T-+ (S + T) be the injections of S and T into their disjoint union. It is easy to 
see that there is a unique function y : (S + T)-+ F(S + T) such that both is and ir are 
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homomorphisms: 

s is 
S+T 

i7 
T 

«s l ' 

1"7 ' •i' 
' . 

F(S)-.. 
F(is) 

F(S +T) +--- F(T). 
F(ir) 

The function }' acts on S as F(is) o as and on T as F(ir) o rxr . The system (S + 
T, y ) has the following universal property: for any system ( U, r.1.u) and homomor
phisms k: ( S, rxs )--> ( U, rxu) and I: ( T, O'.r) --> ( U, rxu) there exists a unique homomor
phism h: (S + T, }' )--> ( U, rxu) making the following diagram commute: 

That is (S + T, y ) is the coproduct of (S, o:s ) and ( T, rxr). Similarly, the coproduct of 
an indexed family {S; h E1 of systems can be constructed. 

Example 4 .1. Recall from Example 2. 1 that labelled transition systems (Its) are B
systems where B(X) = &>(A xX). The coproduct of two lts's (S, as) and (T, rxr) consists 
of the disjoint union S + T of the sets of states together with a B-transition stnicture 
}' : S + T-> B(S + T), defined for s in S and t in T by 

y(s)=as(s), J•(f)=ar(t). 

Because A x S <;;A x (S + T) and A x T <;; A x (S + T) (identifying for convenience 
S + T and SU T ), this defines indeed a function from S + T into B(S + T ). 

4.2. Coequalizers 

Next we show how in Set F a coequalizer of two homomorphisms can be constructed. 
Consider two homomorphisms f: (S, as)-> ( T,.rxr) and g : (S, as) _,. ( T,ar ). We have 
to find a system ( U, r:t.u) and a homomorphism h: ( T, rxr)--> ( U, r.x.u) such that 
I. ho f =hog; 
2. for every homomorphism h': ( T, r:t.r )--> ( U', au' ) such that h' o f= h' o y, there exists 

a unique homomorphism l:(U, r:t.u)-.(U',rxu') with the prope1ty that /oh = h'. 
Since (per definition) f and g are functions f: S _,. T and y: S _,. T in Set, there 
exists a coequalizer h: T--> U in Set (see Appendix). Consider F(h) oar : T-+ F( U ). 
Because 

F(h )oar of 

= F(h)oF(f)orxs 
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= F(h of)o 'Y.s 

= F(l1 o y) o 'Y.s 

= F(h)oF(1J)O'Y.s 

= F(/1) o rxr o !J, 

and h: T -+ U is a coequalizer, there exists a unique function rxu : U-+ F( U) making 
the following diagram commute: 

Thus ( U,o:.u) is an F-system and h is a homomorphism. One easily checks that the 
universal property (2) is satisfied. 

Example 4 .1 (C'unti11ued). Let (S,o:s ) and (T,o:r) be again two lts's and consider ho
momorphisms f , 11: (S, as)--+ ( T, ar ). Let R be the smallest equivalence re lation on T 
that contains the set 

{ (/(s),g(s)} Is ES}, 

and let q: T --+ T/R be the function that maps t in T to its R-equivalence class [l]R. 
Then T/R can be supplied with a B-transition stnrcture a 11 : T/R --+ B( T/R) by specifying 
transitions 

[1]11 ~ (1']11 <==> 31" E (1')11, I ...!!....+r 111
• 

It is moreover the only possible choice for 1.11 making q: T-+ T/R into a homomor
phism. A special instance of this example is obtained by taking a bisimulation equiv
alence on a B-system, say 

Then the coequalizer of n:1 and n2 is the quotient T/R, showing that the quotient of 
an Its with respect to a bisimulation equivalence yields again an Its. This observation 
will be generalized in Proposition 5.8. 

The results above are summarized for future reference in the following. 

Theorem 4.2. Let F: Set-+ Set he any functor. In the category SerF of F-.\)'St<•ms, 

all coproducts and all coequafizers exist, anti ure cunsrruC'ted us in Set. 
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4.3. ( Weak ) pullhucks 

The construction of pullhacks in Serr depends on the functor F. More specifically, 
if F: Set---; SC't preserves pullbacks then pullbacks in Setr can be constructed as in 
Set: Let f: (S, '1.s )--t ( T, xr) and y: ( U, '1.LJ ) __. ( T. et.r) be homomorphisms. Let 

p s 

u T 
ll 

be the pull back of f and y in Set, with P = { (s, 11) I /(s) = ~J( u)}. Because F preserves 
pull backs, 

F(P) 
F ( rr1) 

F(S) 

F«» l l "'' 
F(U) 

F(g) 
F(T) 

is a pull back of F(f ) and F(g) in Set. Consider et.so n 1 : P -1 F(S) and rt.u o n2 : P __. 
F( U ). Because 

= 'Xr o f o n1 

there exists, by the fact that F(P) is a pullback, a unique function et.p: P ---; F(P) such 
that F(n1 )oet.p=ason1 and F(n2 )oap=et.u o n2. Thus (P, '1.p) is an F-system, and n 1 
and n2 are homomorphisms. It is easily verified that (P. '1.p) is a pullback off and y 
in Self". 

Note that as a consequence, the pullback (P, a.p) is a bisimulation on S and U: P ~ 
S x U and the projections n 1 and rr2 are homomorphisms. 
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As it turns out, the pullback of two homomorphisms is a bisimulation even in the 

case that F only preserves 1l'rnk pull backs ( cf. Appendix). 

Theorem 4.3. Let F: Set -> Set he a jimctor that pn'serV<'S 1l'eak pu!lhacks, and lei 
I: (S, 'Xs ) __, ( T, 'XT) and II: ( U, au ) - ( r, 'Y.r) he homomorphi.1·111.1· <d' F-sysrems. Then 
the pu//huck (P, rr,, rr2 ) off a11d y in Sl'f is a hisimulation 011 S and T. 

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of the existence of pullbacks in 

Set F in case F preserves pullbacks. The only difference is that F(P) is now, by assump
tion, a ll'eak pullback. As a consequence, there exists again a (no longer necessarily 

unique ) transition structure 'Xp: P-> F(P) on P such that rr1 and n2 are homomor
phisms. 

Example 4.1 (continued). Let f:(S,'Xs)-+(T,ar) and y :( U,au )->(T,ar) be homo

morphisms of lts's. Because lts's are B-systems and the functor B preserves weak pull
backs ( cf. Appendix), the above argumentation applies. The following gives a more 

direct construction. As above, let P = { (s, u) J .f(s ) = y(u) }. It can be supp.lied with a 
B-transition structure by specifying transitions 

( > 
ii ( I I) ·c I J d lJ _/ ii t s,u --+ s,u ~ j s )=y(u) an s--+ss and U-->uu. 

It is straightforward to prove that the projections from P to S and U are homo
morphisms. Thus P is a b isimulation. A s pecial case is obtained by taking only one 

homomorphism f: (S, as)-+ ( T, r:t.r) and consideiing the pullback off and f. The re
sulting set is P = { (s, s') J f(s) = f(s')}, which is the kernel of f. It follows that it 

is a bisim ulation (equivalence ). Again, this will be proved in greater generality in 
Proposition 5.7. 

Because Theorem 4.3 will be called upon time and again, and because all functors we 

have seen in the examples sofar do preserve weak pullbacks (but for the contrava1iant 
powerset functor, cf. Appendix), we shall assume in the sequel that when talking about 
an arbitrary functor F , it preserves weak pullbacks: 

Convention 4.4. 3 In the rest of this paper, set jimctors F: Set-> Set are ussumed 
to preserv~' ll'eak pul/hucks. 4 If (the p1·oof of) a lemma, proposition, or theorem 
actuully muh'.I' use <d. this assumption, then it is mark('d with an asterisk. 

3 Functors F : Set _, Set rhat preserve weak pull backs are relutors ( cf. Remark 2.6 and (74) ). 
4 Sometimes - notably in Theorem 6.4 - we shall assume F to preserve g1meralized weak pullbacks, i.e., 

pullbacks of more than two, possibly infinitely many functions at the same time. It was pointed out to us 
by H.Peter Gumm that this is in fact a stronger requirement. 
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4. 4. Limits am/ ('(}/i111i ts. yenaally 

This section is concluded with the observation that the above constructions of co
products, coequalizers, and pullbacks can be generalized by means of the so-called 
forgetful functor U: SetF--+ Set, which sends systems to their carrier: U(S, '1.s ) = S, 
and homomorphisms f : (S, as) -+ ( r. IXT) to the function f: s--+ T. (see, 
e.g., [9] ). 

Theorem 4.5. TIU' ji111ctur U: Set F--+ S<•t cr<·ute.v wlimits. This mc•uns that any type• 
<~l C'Olimit in Set F <'Xists, and is ohtailwd hy .first nm.1·tructi11y tlw colimif in Set and 
next s11pplyi11y it (in a unique 1ray) 11·i1'1 an F-trw1sitio11 structure. 

Similarly, there is the following general statement about limits in SetF. 

T heorem 4.6. If F: Set-> Set pre.1·erv<'.I' a (certain type uf) limit, then the functor 
U : SetF--+ Set creates that (type uf} limit. This means tltut any type uf limit in 
Set that is preservl!d hy F also l!xists i11 SetF, and is ohtained hy first cu11struct
i11y the limit in SN and next supplyi11y it (in a unique ll'a)') 11·ith an F-transitiun 
structure. 

Recently , it has been shown that in Set F all limits exist, independently of the ques
tion whether they are preserved by the functor F or not (67). What Theorem 4.6 says 
is that in case F does preserve a certain limit, then the carrier of the corresponding 
limit in Set F is precisely the limit in Set. In general, however, limits in Set F look 
quite a bit more complicated than the corresponding limits in Set of the underly ing 
carriers. The interested reader is invited to compute, for instance, the product of the 
fo llowing nondeterministic transition system 

with itself. 

4. 5. Epi's and mu nu's in Set F 

Using the results of this section, we are now in a position to supply the 
details announced in Remark 2.2 about epi 's and mono·s in the category Sc•fF of 
F-systems. 

Proposition 4.7. Let F: Set ...... Set he 11 .fimctor lllul f: (S,rxs )--+ (T, rxr } c.m F-lwmo
murphism. 
I. The homomorphism f is an epinwrphism (i.e., swjectilll!) if and only if f is epi 

in the category Ser F· 
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2. If' the ho1110111or11hism f is o 1110110111orphi.1m (i.e., i1(jl!ctive) t/1('11 it is 1110110 in the 

rnteyory Set p . ff' the jimcfor F prc.1·er11e.1· 11·cak pull hacks then the convc'rsc' is also 

true: if' f is 1110110 then ;t ;,1· inic' cfil'e. 

Proof. We use the fo llowing categorical characterization of epi's [13, Proposition 
2.5.6). Let C be an arbitrary category. An arrow a: A-+ B in C is epi if and only 
if the followi ng diagram is a pushout in C : 

(/ 

A 

B B. 

By Theorem 4.5, the forgetful functor U : Sl!tp-+ Set creates colimits and hence 
pushouts. Moreover, it is easily verified that U preserves any colimit that it creates. 
So in patticular U preserves pushouts. Thus we obtain the following equivalence: 

(S, O'.s ) 
f 

( T,O'.T ) 

rl 1,, is a pushout in Setp 

(T,O'.T) ( T, o:r) 
l r 

s f 
T 

=>r 1 1,, is a push out 111 Sc't. 

T T 
J T 

As a consequence, the homomorphism f is epi in Sefp if and only if the function f 
is epi, and lilence surjective, in Set. 

Injective homomorphisms are readily seen to be mono's in SetF. For the converse, 
there is the following elementary proof (suggested to us by Tobias Schroeder). Let 
f : S -+ T be mono in the category Setp. We shall see later that if F preserves weak 
pullbacks then the kernel K(j) is a bisimulation (Proposition 5.7). Let n 1, n2 : K(f)-+ 
S be the projections. Then f on1 = f on2 , by the definition of K(f ), implying n 1 = n2 

since f is mono. This proves that f is injective. 0 
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5. Basic facts on bisimula tions 

This section deals with arbitrary F-systcms. For each particular choice of F, all the 
results of this section are straightfo1ward. In fact, some of them have a lready been 
proved for the special case of labelled transition systems in Example 4.1. The point is 
to prove such properties for all F-systems at the same time. 

Let S, T and U be three F-systems with transition structures -xs, r:t..r and -xu, respec
tively. 

Proposition 5 .1. T/i(' diuyonul Lis uf u sy.1·f£'111 S is a hisimulmion. 

Proof. Fol.lows from Theorem 2.5 and the observation that Lis equals the graph of the 
identity ls : S ~ S. 0 

The inverse of a bisimulation is a bisirnulation. 

T heorem 5 .2. Let (R, rx.R) he u hisimularion het11·ee11 syste111.v S and T. The inverse 
R- 1 of R is a bisimularion het11'<'('/1 T anti S. 

Proof. Let i: R ~ R- 1 be the isomorphism sending (s, t) E R to (t,s) E R- 1• Then (R- 1, 

F(i) o aR o ;- •) is a bisimulation between T and S. 0 

Consider two homomorphisms with common domain T, 

T 

f ./ "" 0 
s u. 

Such a pair is sometimes called a span. The following lemma says that the image of 
a span is a bisimulation. The lemma will be used to prove that the composition and 
union of bisimulations is again a bisimulation. 

Lemma 5.3. The inwye (f, y)( T) = {(/(I), y(I )) It E T} ~If 111·0 homu111orphi.1ms f : 
T ~ S and y: T ~ U is a hisimulatiun hetll'een S and U. 

Proof. Consider the following diagram: 
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where the function j is defined by j(f) = (f(f ), y(f )}, the function i is any 1ight inverse 
for j (which exists by the axiom of choice because j is st11j ective ): j oi = I, and rr1 and 
n2 are projections. Note that everything in this diagram commutes. The set ( f , y }( T) 

can be given a transition structure 1•: (f. ~J}(T) -+ F(( f,,q)(T)) by defining 

}' = F(j) o 'Y.r o i. 

It follows that ( (f, ?IH T). }' ) is a bi simulation between S and U because 

F(n1 )0 1• 

= F(n1 ) o F(j) o rxr o i 

= F(n1 o j )o rxr oi 

= F(f) o rxr o i 

= as of o i 

and similarly for n2 . 0 

Theorem* 5.4. s The composition Ro Q of t wo bisimufl1tions R<;S x T and Q <; T x U 
is " bisimull1tion het11·een S and U. 

Proof. In Section 20, it is shown that R o Q is equal to the image {r 1 oxi, q2 ox2 }<X) 
of the pullback: 

x 
y~ 

R Q 

Y~7~ 
S T U. 

(Here x; , r; , and q; are projections.) Assuming that F preserves weak pullbacks, the 
pullback X can be supplied with a transition structure, by Theorem 4.3, s uch that the 
projections x1 and x 2 are homomorphisms. As a consequence, both r 1 o x1 and q2 o x2 

are homomorphisms. By Lemma 5.3, Ro Q is a bisimulation between S a nd U. 0 

Similarly, the union of bisimulations is again a bisimulation. 

Theorem 5.5. The union Uk Rk of a family {Rk }k of bisimulations between .\y stems 
S and T is l1gain a hisimu!ation. 

5 Recall from Convention 4.4 that the asterisk indicates the assumption that the functor F preserves weak 
pullbacks. 
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Proof. Jn Section 20, it is shown that Uk R* is the image of 

s k 
2:,R; T, 

where k and I are the componentwise projections. By Theorem 4.2, the coproduct of 
a family Qf systems is again a system. It follows from Lemma 5.3 that the union is a 
bis imulation. 0 

Corollary 5.6. The S<'f vf ull hisimu!ut ions het11°c'<'ll systems S mul T is u complete 
luttin'. ll'ilh least upper hounds and yreatesf lm1•er hounds 11iven hy 

~ Rk = LJ { R I R is a hisim11latio11 hetween S and T with R ~ 0 Rk} . 

In particular, the yreute.~t hisi11111latiu11 het11·een S 1111d T exists, and is denoted hy 
""(S. r)- It is the u11io11 of all hisimulutious: 

rv(s.T} = LJ{R IR i.<: a hisimulation between Sand T}. 

As u con . .-equence, ul.1·0 the yreate.1·t hisimulation cm one sinyle system S, denoted hy 
"'S• is u hisimulation equivalence. 0 

We shall simply write ,...., for the greatest bisimulation relation when the systems are 
cleur from the context. Moreover, we wrire "'F when explicit reference to the type of 
systems is needed. 

Bisimulation equivalences and homomorphisms are re lated by the following two 
propositions. 

Proposition* 5.7. Th£• kenwl K (f) = { (s, s') I f(s) = f (s')} of a homomorphism f: S 
-+ T is a hisimulativn L'quivulence. 

Proof. Since K(f) = G(/) o G(f )- 1, the result follows from Theorems 5.2 and 5.4. 
An alternative proof consists of the observation that K(f) is a pull back of f with 
itself, followed by an application of Theorem 4.3. 0 

Conversely, any bisimulation equivalence on a system is the kernel of a homomor
phism: 
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Proposition 5.8. LC't R hC' u hisi111ulutio11 C'lJlliPalmc£' v11 a .\yste111 S. Let 1:n: S-+ S/R 
he the q11otie11t lllUJI cJ( R. T/Jm tliffe i.1· u u11iqu'' trnnsition .1·1ructul"<' 'Xs111: S/R-+ 
F(S/ R) 011 S/R such tlwt 1:R :S-+ S/R is u lwmvmurphi.1·111: 

F(S) F(i,) F(S I R). 

Proof. Immediate from the observation that i:R is a coequalizer of the projections from 
R to S and Theorem 4.2. Alternatively and more concretely, 'XstR can be defined on an 
R-equivalence class by F(t:R) o :ts(s), where s is any ele ment of the equivalence class. 

D 

The fol lowing facts will be useful. 

Proposition* 5.9. Let f: S-+ T he u l10111u111urphism. 
I. {/' /? r;;,. S x S is a hisimulation 011 S, t/Jm f(R) = { (f(s ),f(s' )) I (.~. s'} E R} is a 

bisimulutio11 un T. 
2. lfQ~ TxT is CJ hisi111u!CJtio11 on T, then 1- 1(Q)= {(s,s')l (f(s),f(s'))EQ} is 

u hisimufativn 0 11 S . 

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.4, and the observation that f( R) = G(f )- 1 o R o G 
(/)and / - 1(Q) = G(f)oQoG(j )- 1• Since f(R)= (/o n 1,forr2}(R). an alternative 
proof for I is obtained by applying Lemma 5.3. Note that here the assumption that F 
preserves weak pullbacks is not needed. 6 D 

6. Subsystems 

Let (S, as) be an F-system and let JI be a subset of S with inclusion mapping 
i: V-+ S. If there exists a transition structure Ctv on JI s uch that i: ( V,av ) -+ (S, 'Xs) is 
a homomorphism, then V is called a suhsy.1·1,,m (or subcoalgebra ) of S. There is at 
most one such transition structure: 

Proposition 6.1. LC't (S, as) h'' a system and let i: V -+ S he a suhset of S. If k, I : V -+ 
F( V ) are such that i is a l10111omorphis111 huth .fi"om ( V, k) to (S, ois) and jiw11 ( V, I) 
to (S, ois ), then k = f. 

Proof. If V is non-empty, the equality follows from F(i) o k = as o i = F(i) o I and the 
fact that F(i) is mono, by Proposition A. I. The case that V = 0 is trivial. 0 

6 This was pointed out by Alexander Kurz. 
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For instance, a subsystem of a labelled transition system (Example 2. 1) is a set 
of states that is c losed under (outgoing) transitions; subsystems of graphs are (full) 
subgraphs; and subsystems of trees are subtrees. 

The empty set and S are a I ways subsystems of (S, cts ). A system is called minimal 
if it does not have any proper subsystem (i.e., different from 0 and S). 

Subsystems can be characterized in terms of bis imulations as follows. 

Proposition 6.2. Let S he u .'r:ystem. A suhset V ~ S is " .rnhsystem if uml 011/y if the 
diayonal LI ,, vf V is a hisi11111latiu11 011 S. 

Proof. Let i: V-.. S be the inclusion homomorphism of a subsystem V in S. Because 
Li v is equal to G(i) (the graph of i), it is a bisimulation by Theorem 2.5. For the 
converse, suppose that LI v = G(i) is a bisimulation on (S. ixs ) . Because n 1 : G{i ) -. V 
is an isomorphis m, the transition structure on G(i) induces a trans ition structlllre on //. 

Theorem* 6.3. Let S and T .he t11 ·0 ,\yste111.\· and f: S-. T u ho1110111orphis111. 
I. If V ~ S is a suhsyst<'lll of S, thm f( V) is a suhsyst<'m uf T. 
2. If W ~ T is a suhsystem of T, then f- 1 ( W) is a suhsystc:m vf S . 

0 

Proof. Part 1 of the theorem follows. by Proposition 5.9 and Proposition 6.2, from the 
observation that ~/tvl = f (C:;. v ). (Note that this part of the proof does not use the 
assumption that F preserves weak pullbacks. ) For part 2, it is sufficient to observe that 
~l- '( W) is the pullback (in Set ) of f and the inclusion i: W---+ T. If F preserves weak 
p~llbacks then this is a bisimulation, which implies by Proposition 6.2 that /-1 ( W) is 
a subsystem of S. D 

Unions and intersections of subsystems are again subsystems. 

Theorem* 6.4. Tlw collectio11 cif· all suh.\)'Sl<' 111S of a sy sf<'m S is a complete lattice, 
in ll'hic/J least upper hounds and grl!atl!st !01rer howuls ure given by union ll11d i11ter
sectio11. 

Proof. Let { Vk }k be a collection of subsystems of a system S . 
U k vk: For every k, the set LI v. is a bisimulation by Proposition 6.2. Because 

Llu,v1 = U Liv,. 
k 

it follows from Theorem 5.5 that it is a bis imulation. Thus U k Vk is a subsystem, 
again by Proposition 6.2. (Note that for this part of the proof, the assumption that F 
preserves weak pullbacks is not needed. ) 
nk Vk : By Proposition A.3, F preserves intersections. More specifically, F transforms 

the (generalized ) pull back diagram of the intersection of the sets { Vk}k into a pullback 
diagram of the sets F( { Vk h) (see the proof of Proposition A.3 ). It follows from 
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Theorem 4.6 that there exists a {unique) transition structure on nk Vi such that the 
inclusion mapping from nk Vk to S is a homomorphism. D 

Theorem 6.4 allows us to give the following definitions. Let (S, xs) be a system 
and X a subset of S. The subsystem of (S, D!s) 1w11ercited by X , denoted by (X}, is 
defined as 

(X) = n { v I v is a subsystem of s and x ~ V}. 

So (X} is the .mw//<'.1·1 subsystem of S containing X . If S = (X ) for some subset X of 
S then S is said to be !J<'ll<'rated by X. The subsystem generated by a singleton set 
{s} is denoted by (s}. 

Dually, one can also look at the greatest subsystem [X] of S that is contained in X: 
using again Theorem 6.4, it is defined by 

[X] = LJ{VI Vis a subsystem of Sand V<;;;X} . 

There is the following characterization, which will be of use in the sequel. 

Proposition 6.5. Let X be u subset of a system S and i: [X ] -+ S the inclusion ho
momorphism. Any hvmumvrphi.1m f: T-> S such that f( T) <;;:; X, factorizes through 

[X]. Thur is, ther<' <'Xists u unique homomorphism f': T-+ [X] such rlwr 

T~__[_____, f 
' · :' 

[X]. 

P roof. By Theorem 6.3, f( T) is a subsystem of S and since f ( T) <;;;;; X, by assumption, 
it follows that f(T) ~ [X]. Defining f'(I) = f(t) gives us a function with i of' = f. 
It is a homomorphism by Lemma 2.4. It is unique because i is mono. D 

Example 6.6. Some examples of subsystems. 
I. Let (S, t:t.s) be a labelled transition system (Example 2.1 ). The subsystem (s) gen

erated by an element s in S consists of all states 

LJ {s' I 3so, . . . ,s11, .~=so--->··· ---> s,, =s'}. 
n~O 

2. Recall from Section 3 that a directed graph is a system of type 

s 

• l .<~s' => s' E "(s) 

&'(S), 
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One can define the largest subsystem C(S) of Sin which all states have a self-cycle, 
by 

C(S) = [{s E S Is ->s} ]j. 

Generally, C(S) is a stiict subset of {s ES Is---+ s }. For instance, if S = {s, s'} with 
transitions s---+ s and s---+ s', then the subsystem C(S) is empty. 0 

This section is concluded with a note on the size of subsystems generated by one 
element. For future reference, we give the following definition. 

Definition 6.7. A functor F is houl1lh'd if there exists a set V such that for eve1y 
F-system (S,rxs ) and every s in S, there exists an injective function from the carrier 
of the subsystem (s) into the set V ( cf. [ 42]}. 0 

In other words, the size of any subsystem generated by one element is bounded by 
the size of V. As we shall see in Section I 0, this condition is sufficient to guarantee 
the existence of a final F-coa lgebra. 

Example 6.8. Two examples of functors that are bounded, and one of a functor that 
is not. 
I. &>1(S) = { V I V ~ S and V is finite}: Let (S, rx.s) be a &>1-system and s in S. For any 

n, there are only finitely many reachable states. Therefore (s) has at most countably 
many elements, and can be embedded in % . More generally, any type of powerset 
functor &~- , which assigns to a set the set of all subsets with cardinality less than 
or equal to a given cardinal 1\, is bounded. 

2. F(S) =A x (B-+ S): Let (S, rxs) be an F-system and s in S. If " is the size ( cardi
nality) of B then the number of elements of (s) is bounded by I: { "; I i ~ 0} . Any 
set with at least that number of elements is a bound for F. 

3. &>: The unrestricted powerset is not bounded. 0 

7. T hree isomorphism theorems 

This section contains three theorems, in analogy to three well-known theorems in 
universal a lgebra, on the existence of isomorphisms between F-systems. 

The first isomorphism theorem states that any homomorphism factorizes t hrough a 
pair consisting of an epimorphism and a monomorphism. 
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Theorem* 7.1 (First isomoq)hism theorem). Let f IS -+ The a !101110111vrphis111. Then 
there' is the' fi>lloll'ill!f .fi1ctori:atio11 uf f : 

I 

S~ 

1
. T 

f (S) 
•x 1~ µ 

SJK(f), 

ll'here i is the indusivn 1110110111orphis111 <~/' f(S) in T, 11 i.1· a 111uno111orphis111, f' i.1· 
an epimorphism ( ll'ith .f'(.'i') = f(s) .fi>r alf s), and f:Klfl is the 11uotie111 map ~(the 
kernel K(f) <~/'f. 

Proof. By Theorem 6.3( I), f(S) is a subsystem of T . It follows from Lemma 2.4 
that f' is a homomorphism, and because it is suijective, it is an epimorphism. (Note 
that so far, the assumption that F preserves weak pull backs has not been used.) By 
Proposition 5.7, K(f) is a bisimulation equivalence on S, and by (the proof of) 
Proposition 5.8, S/K(f) is the coequalizer of the projection homomorphisms of K(f). 
The homomorphisms from S /K(f) to f(S) and T are given by the coequalizer prop
erty. Since the former is bijective, it is an isomorphism by Proposition 2.3 . The latter 
is a monomorphism because i is. D 

Theorem 7 .2. Let f: S-> T he a homomorphism and R a bisimulativn equivalence 
on S ll'hich is contained iJT the kernel of f. Then there is a unique homomorphism 
/ :S/R->T such thut f = for.R: 

S~SIR 

~ll 
T 

Proof. There is precisely one function f for which j o f.R =f. It follows from 
Lemma 2.4 that it is a homomorphism. Alternatively, the existence of the homomor
phism .l is given by fact that S/R is a coequalizer of the projection homomorphisms 
from R to S . D 

The second isomorphism theorem states that there is a ono-to-one con-espondence 
between subsystems of a ql!lotient of a system S and quotients of subsystems of S. 

Theorem* 7.3 (Second isomorphism theorem). Let S be a system, T a sufoystem <~l 
S, and R a hisimulation equivalence on S. Let TR he de.fined by TR = {s ES I 3t ET, 
(s, t) ER}. The following facts hold: 
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I. TR is a suh.1y.m:111 <!( S. 

2. Q =R n (T x T) i.1· (/ hisimulatioll eqt1il>ale11ce OJI T. 
3. T/Q~TR/R. 

Proof. Since TR = n 1(n2- 1(T)), it is a subsystem of S by Theorem 6.3. Because 
R n ( T x T) = rr} 1 

( T) n n; 1 ( T ), it is a subsystem of R, by the same theorem, and 
hence it is a bisimulation equivalence on T. Consider the quotient homomorphism 
l:R: S -+ S/ R, and let 1:: T-+ S/R be its restriction to r. Because i;( T) = BR( TR) = TR/R, 
and K(c)=Q. it follows from Theorem 7.1 that T/Q ~ TR/R. O 

Let S be a system, T a subsystem of S, and Ra bisimulation equivalence on S. If 
Rn ( T x T) = Ll T then R is said to separate T (because, equivalently: for all I , 11 E r, 
if I -:/: t' then (1, t') <I R ). In this case, the above theorem yields that T ~ TR /R. 

Theorem* 7.4 (Third isomorphism theorem). Let S he a system, and let R and Q he 
bisimula1ion equiLJalences on S such that R ~ Q . There is a unique homomorphism 
(-): S/ R-> S/Q such that (I o t:R = i;g: 

S~S/R 

~lo 
S/Q. 

Let R/Q denot<.' the kernel of fl: it is a bisimulation equivalence on S/R and induces 
an isomorphism ()': (S/ R )/ (R/ Q)--> S/ Q such that (-J = O' o B111g: 

SIR __ ellJfJ~--+ (SIR)l(R/Q) 

ol 
SIQ. ~ -

Proof. The existence of 0 follows from Theorem 7.2. Because 1-:g is surjective also (} 
is surjective. The existence of the isomorphism (1' is now given by Theorem 7.1. 0 

8. S imple systems and coinduction 

An algebra is called simple if it does not have proper quotients. We apply the same 
definition to systems: a system S is simpll' if it has no proper quotients (homomorphic 
images): i.e., every epimorphism f: S -+ T is an isomorphism. Theorem 8.1 below 
gives a number of equivalent characterizations of simplicity, the most important of 
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which is the so-called coi11tl11ctiu11 prnuf pri11ciph': for every bisimulation R on S , 
R ~ Lis {where Lis = { (s, s) Is ES}). Equivalently, for all s and .~ in S, 

s "'S s' =>s=s'. 

Thus in order to prove the equality of two states in S, it is sufficient to s how that 
they are bisimilar. We shall see examples of the use of this surprisingly strong proof 
principle in Section 12. In Section 13, it wil 1 be related to the more familiar principle 
of induction in a way that will justify the chosen terminology. 

Theorem* 8.1. Let S he u system. The .fiJlloll'i11y are eq11ival1111t: 
I . S is simple. 
2. S suti.~fi,'s the rni11tl11ctiun proof principle: .fiir e11ery hisimulutio11 R 011 S, R ~ Lfs. 
3. Lis is t/1'' only hisimulutivn equil'lllence 011 S. 
4. Fur <.Ill)' ,l'J'.l'/<'111 T, and .fi11u·tio11.1· f: T -+ S and {J: T-+ S: if f uncl !I cJrl! '1omo-

111orplii.1·111s tltt•11 f = !J. 

5. Thi! quot il!llf l10111cm10rphis111 f:: S-+ S/ "'• 11'/1/!l'e "" denotes the yreate.1·t hisimulu
t ion 011 S, i.1· an i.1·0111mpfl ism. 

Proof. I => 3: Let R be a bisimulation equivalence on S and consider the quotient 
homomorphism t:R: S-+ S/R. If S is simple then 1;R is an isomorphism. Thus R = Lis . 

3 => I: Let f: S -+ T be an epimorphism. Since the kernel of f is a bisimulation 
equivalence, it follows from 3 that it is equal to As. By Theorem 7.1 , S/ i'ls ~ f(S ), 
hence S~ T. Thus S is simple. 

2 => 4: Let T be a system, and let f: T -+ S and !I: T -+ S be homomorphisms. Define 

Q = { ( f( t ), y(I ) ) I t E T}. 

Since Q=G(f)-1 oG(u) (recall that G(f) is the graph off), it is a bisimulation 
by Theorem 5.4. It follows from 2 that Q ~Lis. Thus f =g. 

4 => 2: Let R be a bisimulation on S. By definition, its projections n 1 : R-+ S and 
n2 : R -+ S are homomorphisms. It follows from 4 that n 1 =11'.2 , hence R ~ Lis. 

3 <=> 2: Immediate from the observation that the greatest bisimulation on S is an 
equivalence. 

I => 5: Immediate. 
5 => 3: Suppose that t:: S-+ S/ "' is an isomorphism. Let R be a bisimulation equiv

alence on S. Because R ~ "' and ,...., is the kernel of i.:, there exists by Theorem 7 .2 a 
(unique) hornomorphism/:S/R-+S/ ,...., sucl1 that ./01:R=f:. Since 1: is an isomorphism 
this implies that i:R is injective. Thus R = Lis. 0 

Every system can be made simple by taking the quotient with respect to its greatest 
bisimulation. This is a consequence of the following. 

Proposition* 8 .2. For every system S um/ hisimulution equivalence R on S, the quo
tient S/R is simple if und only if R = ,....,_ 
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Proof. <=: Let Q be a bisimulation on S/"". We show that Q ~ LJsi-· Then it follows 
from Theorem 8. 1 that S/ ,.._, is simple. Consider 1::S-.S/ ""· By Proposition 5.9 c 1(Q) 
is a bisimulation on S and hence is included in "'· This implies Q ~ LJsi -· 

=>: Let Q be a bisimulation on S. We s how that Q s; R. By definition the pro
jections n1 : Q-> S and n2: Q-> S are homomorphisms. Consider the compositions 
1: o n1 : Q-> S/ R and 1: o n2: Q-> S/ R. By assumption, S/ R is simple. It follows from 
Theorem 8.1 that e o n 1 = 1: o n2 , whence Q s; R. Therefore R = ""'· 0 

9. Final systems 

An F-system (P, n) is .fi1101 7 if for any F-system (S, rxs) there exists precisely one 
homomorphism Is: (S, r1.s ) --> (P, rr ). (In other words, (P, rr) is a final object in the 
category SerF. As a consequence, any two fina l systems are isomorphic. ) Final systems 
are of special interest because they have a number of pleasant properties. 

First of all, the transition structure on a fi nal system is an isomorphism ( Lambek, 
cf. [78) ). 

Theorem 9.1. Let (P, rr) he a .final F-sy.1'/£'m. Then 7r: P -> F(P) is an isomorphism. 

Proof. Because (F(P ), F( n )) is an F -system, there exists by the fina lity of P a unique 
homomorphism f:(F(P),F(n) ) ->(P,rr). Again by fi nality, the composition of the 
homomorphisms n and f: 

1t 
p F(P ) 

I p 

·l l F<•l l . 
F(P) F(F(P )) F(P) 

F (n) F(/) 

is equal to I p, since I p is also a homomorphism. It follows from the fact that f is a 
homomorphism that the reverse composition equals the identity on F (P). 0 

Final systems allow coinductive proofs. 

Theorem 9.2 ( Rutten and Turi [75]). Final systems (ore· simph• 011d hence) satisfy the 
coinductiun proof principle: for any bisimulotion R 011 P, R s; iJp. 

Proof. Immediate from Theorem 8. 1. 0 

7 We prefer final to 1ermina/, which we associate wi1h malady. 
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A final system can be considered as a universal domain of canonical representatives 
for bisimulation equivalences classes in the following way. 

Theorem* 9.3 (Rutten and Turi (75] ). Let S he w1 F-syste111, P a final F-.1ystem, and 
fs: S--+ P the unique hvnwmorphism ji-0111 S to P. For all s and s1 in S, 

s "'S s' -<==;> fs(s) = fs(s' ). 

Thus fs(s) represents the "'s-equivalence class of s. 

Proof. =:>: Let R be a bisimulation on S with a projections n:1 and n:2, and with 

{s, s1} ER. The composites fs o rr1 and f., o rr2 are homomorphisms from R to P. By 
finality, they are therefore equal. In particular, fs(s) =Us o rr1 )(s,s'} =Us o n2 ) (s, s'} 
= fs(s'). 

<:=: Because Lip is a bisimulation on P, fs- 1(Ll) is a bisimulation on S, by Proposition 
5.9(2 ). If fs(s) = fs(s') then (s, s'} E /s- 1 (LJ ), thus s "'S s'. D 

The element fs(s) in the final system can be viewed as the ' observable behaviour' 

of s. (For that reason, fs is called .final si:numtics in [75).) The following examples 
may serve to illustrate this. 

Example 9.4. Consider the functor F(S) =A x S of deterministic trans1t1on systems 
with output. For this funct.or, (A"', (h, t)) (Section 3) is final: Consider a system S 
with dynamics (11,11} : S--+ (Ax S). The function from fs: S--+ A"', which assigns to a 
state s in S with transitions. 

"o "1 
s -->si ---> ···, 

the infinite word 

(a0 , a 1, • • • } ( = (v(s), v(n(s)), v(n(n(s))), . . . } 

is the only homomorphism between Sand Aw. If the output symbols ai are interpreted 
as the observations corTesponding to the individual transition steps, then fs(s) can be 
viewed as the observable behaviour of the entire transition sequence (computation) 
starting in s. D 

Example 9.5. Consider the functor F(S) = 2 x sA and recall from Section 3 that F
systems (S, (o, t}) are deterministic automata. Let !i' = {L I L ~A* } be the set of all 
languages over (the alphabet) A. For a word w in A* and a in A, the a-daivative 
of a language L is La = { v EA* I av EL}. This notion can be used to turn the set 
!i' of languages into an F -system (automaton) (!i', (oz, 0>} ), defined, for LE !i' and 
aEA, by 

Oft'(l) = { ~ if eEL 
if r.(f. L 

and tz(L)(a)=La 
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(here <: denotes the empty word). It can be readily verified that the function Is : S-> .!£', 
assigning to every state s in S the language it accepts 

I { I 
ill ll• tin 

s(s) = a, · · ·a,, s ----+ s, -.::..+ · · • ----+ s,, ! }, 

(where s1 = l(s )(a, ) and s;+ 1 = l(S; )(a;+ 1 ), for I < i < /1 ), is a homomorphism, and that 
it is the only one. Thus (.sf', (o!t', I !L')) is final. (This example is worked out in all 
detail in [73], which also includes many examples of the use of coinduction.) 0 

Finally, the existe11ce of a unique homomorphism from a given system into a final 
system P can be used as a way of giving definitions. Therefore, P is said to satisfy 
the coimluction d£'.fi11itio11 pri11ciph'. We shall see examples of this in Section 11. 

10. Existence of final systems 

A final F-system need not always exist. For instance, if F is the powerset functor~ 
(of nondeterministic systems) and P were a final &"-system, then Theorem 9.1 implies 
P~&i'(P), a contradiction because the cardinality of &(P) is strictly greater than that 
of P. For many functors, though, final systems do exist. We shall briefly describe two 
ways of constructing fi nal systems and give some concrete examples. 

For many functors F: Set-> Ser, the following construction yields a final system. 
Let ! : F( I ) ----+ l be the unique function from F( I ) to the one element set I. The inverse 
limit of the following sequence: 

where F 11+ 1 = F o F", is defined as 

P = { (xo,xi,x2, ... ) j 'v'n ~O. x,, E F"( I) and F"( ! )(x,,+1) =xn}-

The set P is a categorical limit of the sequence. If F(P) is again a limit of the 
same sequence, then F is called ((/)""-)continuous. In that case, there exists a unique 
(mediating) bijection from F(P) to P, the inverse of which, say rr: P-> F(P), turns P 
into an F-system (P. n), which can be easily shown to be a final F-system (cf. (78]). 

Let the class of polynomial functors consist of all functors that we can lbuild from 
the following basic functors: the constant functor A (where A is any set), the identity 
functor/, sum+, product x, and the function space functor F(X)=XA, where A 

again an arbitrary set. (Note that this definition if somewhat non-standard in that the 
function space functor is usually not included.) 

T heorem JO.I. All polynomhll jiml'tors are continuous and hence have a .final .1ystem. 

Below we give a few concrete examples. 
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Example 10.2. An explicit description o f some final systems is given, on the basis of 
which a direct proof - not using the continuity of the functor - of their finality can 
be easily given as well. (The sets A, B. and C below are arbitrary.) 
I. /(S) = S: The one element set I is a final system for the identity functor. 
2. F(S) =A x S: For this functor, the system (A'", (h, t}) is final (cf. Example 9.4 ). 
3. F(S) = I + (A x S): the system (A00

, n) (Section 3) is final. 
4 . A special case: if A = I then the previous final system is (isomorphic to)(%, pred ), 

the set of extended natural numbers ( Sectio11 3 ). 
5. F(S) = A x S8 : the system (A 8., n) is tinal (52), where 

n : Ao· -+A x (A 8 • )8 

is defined, for 4, in Ao·. by n(cp)=(</>(i:),t/I) , with for h in Band 1> in B*, 

ifJ<h ><11> =<PC (I>}· v). 

(Here E: is the empty sequence and · denotes concatenation of finite sequences. ) 
Note that the observation, of Example 9.5, that the set !i' of all languages is a final 
(2x(-)A)-system (i.e., deterministic automaton) is a special instance of the present 
example, because of the existence of the isomorphism {LI L ~A*} ~ 2A·. 

6. F(S) = C +(A x s0 ): Note that this example subsumes all of the above examples. 
The following set can be given a transition structure similarly to the definition of 
n in the previous example, t urning it into a final system (36]: 

{ </i: B*--+ (A + C) I 'v't> E B*, </>(v) EC=> ('v'w E B*, </>(1» w) = </>(v))}. 

7. F(S)= I + ((Ax S) x (Ax S)): The following system (T,r ) is final. It consists 
of the set T of all binary arc-labelled trees (possibly containing finite and infinite 
branches): 

T = {<p:{0,1}*-+{I +(A xA)) I 

'v'vE {O, t }*,<p(v)E 1 =>('v'wE {O, t}*,</>(l» w)=</>(v))}, 

and the function T : T-. I + ((A x T) x (A x T) ), defined for cf> E T by 

t( </>) = { * '.f </>(i: ) = *· 
((a1, 4>1}, (a2, 412)) 1f </>(c) = )a1.a2}, 

where</>; is defined for ue{O,J}* by 4>;(1>)=</1((a;) · v ). 

The class of polynomial functors contains most but not all of the functors we have 
encountered so far. Notably the powerset functor f!J is not polynomial. Now we have 
already seen at the beginning of this section that no final system exists for this functor. 
However, we shall see that for the finite powerset f!J1 a final system exists. It cannot be 
obtained by the inverse limit construction described above, since f!J1 is not continuous. 
Fortunately, there exist other more general ways of finding final systems, one of which 
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is discussed next. It is a variation on the following naive approach, which a/must 
works. First we form the coproduct (disjoint union) of all F-systems: 

( U, fJ) = LJ{ (S;, 'X;) I (S;, 'X;) is an F -system}. 

Next the quotient of U is taken with respect to the greatest bisimulation on U: 

(P, rr) = ( U/ "'U • fl-0 ). 

We claim that (P, rr) is final: let (S, !X ) be any F-system. There exists a homomorphism 
from S to P by composing the embedding homomorphism of S into the coproduct U 
with the quotient homomorphism 1:: U-+ P. Because P is s imple by Theorem 8.2, this 
homomorphism is unique by Theorem 8.1. 

This argument has, of course, a flaw: the coproduct of all systems does not exist 
(its carrier would generally be a proper c lass). For many functors, however, it is not 
necessary to take the coproduct of a ll systems, but it is sufficient to cons ider only a 
'generating' set of designated systems. More precisely, suppose that (F is such that) 
there exists a set of F-systems 

<§ = {< G;, IX;) Ii E I} 

(for some index set /), with the property that 

\f(S, ~s) \fs ES 3( G;, !X;) E <fJ, ( G;, o:;) £!! (s). 

( Recall that (s) is the subsystem of S generated by the singleton set {s}.) Such a set 
<§ is called a set of gmerators 8 because every F -system (S, as) can be obtained as 
a quotient of a coproduct of elements of r§ as follows: choose for any .~ES a system 
G_1. in <(} with G.r ~ (s). Then there exists a su1jective homomorphism 

q: LJ { Gs IS E S} -t S, 

which is determined by the homomorphisms, for all s E S, G,. ~ (s)-+ S (the latter 
humumurphisrn is the embedding of the subsystem (s) in S). 

Now the construction proceeds as before: let 

( U, {J) = LJ{ ( G1. !X;) I ( G;, 'Y..;) E <fJ}, 

and let again 

(P, TC) = ( U/ "'U• /l-u ). 

We claim that (P,rr ) is final: let (S,ix) be any F-system. Because (P,n) is simple (as 
before), it is sufficient to prove the existence of a homomorphism from any system S 

8 See [ l 3, Proposition 4.5.2] for two equivalent characterizations of this notion. 
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to P. Consider the following diagram: 

U{ G, I s e S} _ ___ q __ --+ S 

~ I 
I 

(U, /1) :1, 

~l 
(P, n). 

The existence of the homomorphism q was established above, and 1: : ( U, ff)-+ (P, :n:) 

is the quotient homomorphism. The homomorphism I is determined by the embed
dings, for all s ES, of Gs in U. The existence of the homomorphism fs follows from 
Theorem 7.2, whose conditions can be seen to be fulfilled as follows: by the First 
Isomorphism Theorem (7. 1) S9'!lJ{GslsES}/K(q) (recall that K stands for kernel); 
K(q) is a bisimulation, by Proposition 5.7, and hence l(K(q)) is a bisimulation on U , 
by Proposition 5.9; consequently, /(K(q)) ~ "'u = K(i-:), which implies K(q) <;;, K(f:of). 

This concludes the proof of the finality of (P, n ). We have proven the following. 

Theorem" 10.3. 9 Any fimctor F Jin· ll'hicli a set of generators exists, has a final 
F-.1ystem . 

For all bounded functors ( Definition 6.7), a set of generators exists. 

Theorem" 10.4. For every hounded jimctor F, <J set of yenerators, ancl lwnce u final 
F-system, exists. 

Proof. Let V be a set such that for any system (S, as ) and a11y subsystem (s} = ( T, fi) 
of (S, rxs ), T can be embedded in V. The following is a set of generators fo r F : 

{ ( U, 1' ) I U ~ V and 1· : U -+ F ( U)}. 

For let (s} = ( T, fi) be a subsystem of a system (S,o:s ), and let i: T-+ V be injective. Let 
b: T ---. i ( T) be the corresponding bijection. Then (s) is isomorphic with (i( T ), F( h ) o 
[J o h-1

). Applying Theorem 10.3 yields the existence ofa final system. 0 

Example 10.5. The above results apply to many functors. 
I. The functor F(S) =A x SB is bounded (Examples 6.8) and hence has a final system 

(which we already knew from Theorem 10.1 ). In fact, it is not to difficult to prove 
that all polynomial functors are bounded. 

2. A prototypical example of a functor that is not polynomial, &1 , is bounded by .A' 
(Examples 6.8 ). Hence a final &'rsystem exists. 

9 Both Theorems l 0.3 and I 0.4 are marked with an asterisk, to indicate that the functor F is assumed to 
preserve weak p ullbacks. Using so-called generalized push-outs, one can easily adapt the present proof and 
do without this assumption (cf. (9, SI]). 
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3. Similarly, the functor F(S) = (21'/ (S) )A of image finite labelled trans ition systems 
(Section 3) is bounded, and thus has a final system ( P, n ). Using a word from the 
world of programming semantics [55), we call the elements of P (image finite) 
pron•ssl!s. 

In the same way, one can find sets of generators for all possible combinations of 
the basic functors mentioned above: 

Theorem 10.6. Fur ull j"uncturs that 11·e mn huild .fi·om th£' jiJl/owiny hasic functors: 
tlie pu/y110111iu/ 1m£'s (A,/,+, x, ( - )A), 1111tf &1-, a s£'t uf yenerators exists. 
Cu11.H'CJU<'lltly, all these functors liu11e a .final rnalyehru. 

The proof of the existence of a final system for bounded functors is more general 
but at the same time less constructive than the first method, for continuous functors, 
where explicit descriptions of final systems (as in Examples 10.2) can be easily given. 
In general, we have no such concrete characterizations for the final systems of functors 
involving fl/r. such as the set of processes in Examples I0.5. (See however [76) for a 
description of a fina l system for &l as a subset of an inverse limit.) 

11 . Examples of coinduc tive definitions 

We mention the general principle of coinductive definitions and give a few examples. 
Let S be a set and (P,n) a final F-sys tem. Given a transition structure (1.:S-+F(S) 

there exists by the finality of P a unique homomorphism j~ : S-+ P . Thus, specifying 
a transition structure ()'. on S uniquely defines a function f~: S --> P which is consistent 
with that specification in that it is a homomorphism: 

s . --~lj! - - .. p 

v~l l~ 
F(S) - f'(].} + F (P). 

We say that the function j~ is defined by coinduction from (the specification) (1.. As we 
shall see shortly, (1. gives 'the first step' of the action of fx· Therefore j~ is sometimes 
called the coimfuctive extmsion of (1.. 

Example 11.1. Typically, the coinduction definition principle is used to define func
tions from (products of) a final system to itself. Here are a few examples. 
I. 'Zipping' two infinite streams: Recall from Example 10.2 that the system (Aw, 

(h, t ) ) of infinite streams over A is final for the functor F(S ) = A x S. In order to 
define a function J;;p that merges two streams into one by alternatingly taking an 
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element from the first and the second, we define a transition structure :ip : (A''' x 

rl ''' ) --+ rl x (rl''' x A''' ) by 

: ip(1>,w) = (a,(11.,v')), where (h, t}(t>)= (a, 1i'). 

Then by coinduction there exists a unique homomorphism }~;,,:A"' x A'''--+ A"' . Be

cause it is a homomorphism, it satisfies 

Note that this equation expresses the fact that _/~;1, is a consistent extension of :ip: 

it repeats infinitely often the first step of :ip, namely taking the fi rst eleme nt from 

the left stream and swapping the remainder of the left stream with the right stream. 

2. · Zippinq' 111·11 i11ji11itc• streams: We repeat the same example with a small vari

ation of presentation. Rather than defining the function :1i1 directly, we specify 

the corresponding transitions in A"' x A'° by means of the following 

conditional rule 

v~v' 

(11, w) ~ (w, v') -

We use the symbol ----+ for the transitions in A"' (determined by the function (h, t) ), 

and the symbol ~ for the transitions in A'" x Aw that we are defining. The rule 

should be read as: if the transition of the premise (upper part) is possible, then so 

is the transition of the conclusion ( lower part ). Then ~ is fonnally defined as 

the smallest relation on A'" x A"' that satisfies this rule. From ~. we derive an 

alternative definition of the function zip, by putting 

zi p(v, iv} = (a, (w, v')) <===> (v, w) db} (w, v'). 

The function j~;,, can now be conveniently characterized by the rule 

11~v' 

f~;,, {ll, w) ....!!.... f~1,, (w, v' ) ' 

which is identical in shape to the rule that has been used in the definition of zip. 

3. D<'.fininy concrete i1ifi11ite streams: Let, in the previous example, a and h be ele

ments of A. The infinite streams (ab)"1 a nd (ba)"' can be fonnally introduced by 

putting a transition structure on the set 2 = {O, I} as follows: 

o~ I and I ~o. 

By coinduction there exists a unique homomorphism f: 2 --+ A00 satisfying 

/(0) ~/(I) and f(l) ...!!...... f(O). 

Now put (abt' = /(0) and (ba)'" = f( I). Similarly one defines a°' and h"'. 
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4 . Co11cate11atiu11 of streams: The system (.-100 , n) of finite and infinite streams over 

A is final for the functor F(S)= I + (Ax S) (Examples 10.2). The concatenation 

of two streams can be defined by specifying the following transitions on. A00 x A00 

(using a notation similar to that of the previous example): 

v -..!!...... (1
1 v l and w ~ 11'

1 

{v, 111) ~ (ri', w) (v, 111) ~ (1i. w' ) 

11 l and w 1 
(v, 11').lj. 

(The transitions in the premises coJTespond to the transition structure 11'..) As before, 

this defines a transition structure l'On c: A 00 x A00 --+ I + A x (A00 x A00 ) , by 

if (11, w) .ij., 
c:onc( 1•, w) = { * 

(a, (ti', 11'1) ) if (11, w) ~ (u', w'). 

By coinduction, there exists a unique function ; ;.0 ,,,.: A00 x A 00 --+ A00
. For notational 

convenience, we shall write v · w = .1;.,,,, .. (11, 111). Again the resulting function .f~onc 

satisfies the same (in shape, that is) rules that have been used in the definition of 

c:onc: above: 

t> _!!....+ v' 11 l and 11• _!!....+ 111
1 v l and 111 ! 

I I . 1\1 ~ v' . I ll I! - \\/ ~ ll . w' 11 • w l 

Note that 11·1: = i: · v = u does not come out of this characterization immediately: we 

shall prove it in Section 12 using the coinduction proof principle. 

5. Concate11atio11 of other structures: Without mentioning the details, let us observe 

that concatenation of other structures like trees or processes (Examples 10.5) can 

be defined in essentially the same way as the previous e xample. 

6. Addition 1~/' nutural numhers: A special case of concatenation of streams is obtained 

by taking A = I . Now the functor looks like F(S) = I + S (since I +(A x S) = I + 

(I x S) ~ I + S. ) Recall from Examples I 0.2 that it has (.Ai', pred ), the extended 

natural numbers, as a final system. We write EB for the function f..."11~ in this case, 

which satisfies as before 

n-n' 11 ! and m - 111' n ! and 111! 
n EB m - n' EB m 11 $ 111 -nEB m' n EB ml 

We shall prove in Section 12 that EB indeed is (a coinductively defined version 

of) addition. 
7. Merying two processes: The system of nondeterministic processes (P, n) is final 

for the functor F(S) = A__, g)lf(S) (Examples 10.5 ). In the same style as above, we 

define a merge (or interleaving) operation on P x P by specifying the following 

transitions: 

q~q' 

(p,q) ~ ( p',q} (p,q) ~ (p,q') 
p l and q! 

(p, q) .U. 

As before, this determines a transition structure merge: P x P --+ (A --+ E'J'1 (P x P) ). 

(Note that one has to check that the transition relation =;:;;} is image fin ite, which 
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is immediate from the fact that ~ is.) By coinduction, there exists a function 
.1;,,,·rye : P x P -+ P. which is characterized by 

p ~ p' q ~ q' p l and cfl 

.l~l<'l"l/<'(p, q)l" 

The merge of two processes is sometimes called pural/el com position. 

A common feature of all the examples above is that the definition o f a function 
f: S-+ P by coinduction amounts to the definition of a transition structure 'X: S-> F(S ). 
A good understanding of coinduction, therefore. should be based on a thorough knowl
edge of tra11si1io11 system spc•c(/icatio11s, of which we have seen examples above. The 
classification of sd1c•111c•.1· or formuts of such transition system specifications (as in, e.g., 
(26, 84) ) could be called the study of rnrl'mrsion, in the same way as recursion theory 
studies schemes for inductive definitions. See also (59) for some further thoughts on 
corecursion in the context of non well founded set theory. 

12. Examples of proofs by co induction 

Recall from Section 8 the c-0induction proof principle, for a system S: 

for every bisimulation R on S, R ~ Lis. 

As we have seen, the principle is valid for all simple systems and hence for a ll final 
systems. It is quite a bit more powerful than o ne might suspect at first sight. 

Example 12.1. T ypically, the coinduction proof principle is used to prove properties 
of coinductively defined functions, such as the ones defined in Examples I 1.1. 
I. 'Zippiny' in.finite streams: We prove that zip( a"' , h"') = (ab ya. The relation R ~ A"' 

x A'°, consisting of the following two pairs: 

R = { (=ip(a'0
, h'0 }, (ah)"'), (=ip(h'°, a'°), (ha)"')} 

is a bisimulation: We have to prove (cf. Section 3) for all a in A and (v, w) 111 R: 
(a) v ~ u' and iv~ w' ~ (u', 111') ER. 

Consider the first pair of/?. The only trans ition step of its left component is 

zip(a"', b"') ~ z ip(h"', aw}, 

whereas its right component can take the step 

(ab )'" ...!!...+ (ba )"'. 

The pair of resulting states, (zip{h"', a'"), (ha )'°), is again an element of R. Thus we 
have proved that the first pair in R has the bisimulation property. Similarly for the 
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second pair. Now A"' is final and hence satisfies the coinduction proof principle, 

which tells us that R ~LI A'" proving the equality we were after. 
2. Concutt•11uti11y the empty stream: For any finite or infinite stream v E A00, left 

concatenation with the empty stream 1: is the identity, because R = { (1: . v, u) I 11 E A00 } 

is easily shown to be a bisimulation on the final system A 00 ; that is (cf. Section 3 ), 
for all (P, 1v) in R, (a) above holds as well as 
(b) 11! {:::::::> iv! . 
Si milarly , right concatenation with 1: is the identity. 

3. Co11catena1iun of streams is associati11e: This follows by coinduction from the fact 
that 

R = { ((u · v) · iv, u · ( 11 · IV)) I u, 11, w E A 00 } 

is a bisimulation relation on A00
• Rather than showing this, it tums out to be 

convenient to prove that S =R U LIA"" is a bisimulation. Consider a pair in S. If it 
is in LIA,., then there is nothing to prove since by Proposition 5. 1, the diagonal is 
a bisimulation. Otherwise, the pair is of the form ((11 · v) · II', u · ( v. w)) in R. If 
11 =1: then it follows from the previous example that 

( 1: · V) · IV = V · ll' = I: · ( V • II'). 

which implies that our pair is in LIA"" after all, bring ing us back to the case we 

have already considered. If u is not the empty sequence, it can take an a step to 
u', for some a and u'. In that case, there are transitions 

(u · v) · w ~ (u' · v) · 1v, and u · (.v ·IV} ~ 111 · ( v · iv), 

which conclude the proof since the resulting pair is in R again. The reader is invited 

to prove directly that R (without taking the union with LIA"° ) is a bisimulation. This 
is quite possible but involves a few more case distinctions (as to whether v and w 

are empty or not). 

4. Cuncatenation of trees und processes is associatiw: by s imilar proofs. 
5. Addition of 11aturul nurnbers: In Examples I I.I , addition ( <D ) on the (extended) 

natural numbers % has been defined in terms of concatenation. Here we show that 
ffi has the usual properties in tenns of the successor function. Let s: .#"-+ .#" be 

the inverse of pred: ( I + .#" )-+ .#", restricted to .Ai". Thus it is defined as usual, 
with s(oo)=oo. Because pred(s(n ) ) = n there is a trans ition s(n)--+11, for any n 

in .#". The following holds, for any n a nd m in .#": 
(a) Offi m=m 

(b) s(n) ffi m = s(n ffi m ). 

The first statement follows from Example 2. above. The second follows by coin

duction on .Ai" from the fact that R = {{s(n) ffim,.~(n ffi m))l n,mELl_,1· }ULI,.; is a 
bisimulation, which is immediate since both s(n) ffi m and s(n E9 m) can take a step to 
n E9 m, and (n E9 m, n E9 m) is in LI _,1>. Note that it follows from the previous example 
that addition is associative. 
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6. Additicm cd' 11at11ral 1111111hers i.v cvn111111tvtil'e: Not much of a surprise, re:illy. But 
just for the fun of it. we present a proof by coinduction (which the reader may 
want to comrare with the more familiar proof using mathematical induction). We 
prove, for all 11 and 111, 

(a) 11 EB s(111) = s(n) EB 111: This follows by coi nduction from the fact that 

R = { (11 Ee s(111),s(11) EB 111) I n, m E .Ai"} U Ll. t' 

is a bisimulation: Consider a pair (11 Ea s(111 ), s(n) Ea m). If n = 0 then both com
ponents make a transition to OEB m and we are done, since (O E9 m, OEB 111) E L1.(. 
Otherwise, we have transitions 

11 ffi s(m) - pred(n) GJ s(m), and s(n) ffi m -119111. 

Now note that ( prr:d(11) EB s(111),11 EB 111) = ( pred(n) Ea s(m).s(pred(n)) ffi m ), which 
is in R. 
(b) 11 EB 111 =m Ea 11: Using statement (a) as a lemma, we prove that the relation 

Q = { (11 E9 111,m EB n) I n, m E .Ai"} 

is a bisimulation. Consider a pair (11Ea111,111 ES n) and suppose that both are 
different from 0 (the other three cases are trivial), say, n = s(n') and m = s(m' ). 
T hen there are transitions 

n ffi m - n' EB m. and m Ea n --+ m' EB n. 

Now observe that 

n' EB m = n' ESs(m')= [the lemma (a)) s(n')Eam'=n ffi m', 

which implies that (n'EBm,m' EB n) is in Q. 
(Clearly, concatenation of streams over a set A with more than one element is 
generally not commutative.) 

7. The meryc of processes: is commutative, since R = { (J~1erg~(p, q), J~ ... rue(q, p)) I p, q 
E P} is a bisimulation. 

8. We refer to [73] for many examples of proofs by coinduction of properties of 
deterministic automata. In particular, coinduction is used there to prove equalities 
of languages and regular expressions, as well as the classical theorems of Kleene 
and Myhill-Nerode. 

13. Induction and coinduction 

Why did we call the coinductive proof principle of Section 8 by that name? How 
does it relate to induction? In short, coinduction is dual to induction in the following 
sense. Recall that a system S satisfies the coinduction proof principle if and only if it 
satisfies one of the following two (by Theorem 8.1 ) equivalent conditions: 
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I. S is simple, that is, it has no propa 1111uti<'llts. 
2. For every bisimulation relation R on S, R ~ Lis. 
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There is also the following dual proof principle for ulyehrns. We say that an algebra 
A satisfies the induct ion prm~( principle whenever one of the following two conditions, 
which tum out to be equivalent, holds: 
3. A is minimal, that is, it has no proper s11hah1ehras. 
4 . For every congruence relation R on A, LIA ~ R. 
To make 3 and 4 more precise, we shall g ive the catego1·ical definitions of alge
bra, homomorphism of algebras, and congruence relation, which are the algebraic 
counterparts o f the coalgebraic notions of coalgebra, homomorphism of coalgebras, 
and bisimulation, respectively (cf. Section I). Then the equivalence of 3 and 4 is 
proved. Next these notions a nd the induction principle are illustrated by the exam
ple of the natural numbers, which will mal<e clear that the above, somewhat ab
stractly formulated induction principle, is just the familiar p1inciple of mathematical 
induction. 

Let F: Set-+ Set be a functor. An F-11/yehru is a pair (A,ocA) consisting o f a set A 
and a function :x.A: F(A ) -+ A. Let (A, :xA) and (B. :x8 ) be two F-algebras. A fu nction 
f: A -+ B is a lwmumorphism <~l F-ahwhras if .f o :xA ="-Bo F(f ): 

F(A) 
F(./') 

F(B ) 

., 1 1,, 
A B. 

I 

Intuitively, homomorphisms are functions that preserve the F-algebra structure. An F
congruence relation between t wo F-algebras (A. :xA) and (B. a.0 ) is a subset R <.; A x B 
for which there exists an F-algebra structure 'XR: F(R )-+ R s uch that the projections 
from R to A and B are homomorphisms of F-algebras: 

F(A) 
F(111) 

F(R) 
F(112) 

F(B) 

•' 1 1 .. l ·· 
A R B. 

111 Ill 

(This definition of congnience is not to be confused with a congruence equivulence 
relation, which is an equivalence relation on one and the same algebra that is moreover 
respected by the operators. In fact, the above definition is more general.) 
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Example t:U . Any E-algebra [16] is an F-algebra for a suitable choice of F (see, 
for instance, [76] ). Here we look at one particular type of algebras, namely triples 
(A, O,i EA .s,i : A -+ A) consisting of a (carrier) set A, a constant OA, and a unary (succes
sor) function s11 • A concrete example are the natural numbers (.A' ,O,s). Such algebras 
can be represented as algebras of the functor F(X) = I + X, by defining 

If we have two such algebras (A, OA EA. sA:A-+A) and (8, 08 EB. s8 :B-+8) 
and represent them as F-algebras (A, et.A) and (8, ct.8 ), then one readily veri fies that a 
function f: A-+ B is a (I + - )-homomorphism from (A, a.A) to (8, a.8 ) if and only if 
it satisfies the usual definition of homomorphism: 

Similarly, it is easy to prove that a ( I + - )-congruence relation R ~A x 8 between 
(A, a.A) and (8, IXB) is suhstitutive: 

(OA.Os} ER, (a,h} ER-==;:. (sA(a),sa(h)) E R. 

As already mentioned above. an F-algebra A satisfies the induction proof principle if 
it satisfies clauses 3 and 4, which are next shown to be equivalent: If R is a congruence 
on A then n 1 (R) n n2(R) is a subalgebra of A. Assuming 3, this subalgebra is equal to 
A, or equivalently, LIA<;;;; R. This proves 4 . Conversely, if A'<;;;; A is a subalgebra and 
i: A'-+ A is the inclusion homomorphism then the kernel of i is easily shown to be a 
congruence on A', and hence on A. Assuming 4, LIA~ R, which implies A ~ A'. 

We have seen that all fina l systems are simple and hence satisfy the coinduction proof 
principle. Dually, an initial algebra (for which there exists precisely one homomorphism 
into any given algebra) is minimal and hence satisfies the induction principle. 

Example 13.2 (l'Olltinued). The algebra (.A',0,s) of the natural numbers 1s initial and 
hence minimal. Now minimality amounts to the well-known principle of mathematical 
induction: for all P ~ %, 

if: OE P and: for all nE% (nEP -==;;.s(n) E P) then: P=.A', 

since the if-part of the implication is just the assertion that P is a subalgebra of .ff. 

Note that for proofs by induction, formulation 3 is mostly used, whereas proofs by 
coinduction are best given, as we have seen in Section 12, using 2 (which is the dual 
of 4 rather than 3 ). 

Although we have only compared induction and coinduction as proof principles, the 
corresponding definition principles are similarly related. The main observation there 
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is that definitions by induction use the universal property of initiality, as opposed to 
definitions by coinduction, which are based on finality. 

14. G reatest and least fixed points 

Final coalgebras generalize g reatest fixed points, and, dually, initial a lgebras gener
alize least fixed points, as follows. Let (P, ~) be a complete lattice and let <P: P-+ P 
be a monotone map. It follows from Tarski ·s fixed point theorem (80) that <P has a 
least fixed point x and a greatest fixed point y, which are given by 

x = /\ { p E P I <P( p) ~ p} and )' = V { p E P I p ~ <P( p)}. 

The correspondence between fixed points and (co )algebras is based on the well-known 
observation that any partially ordered set P is a category: the objects of the category are 
the e lements of P, and there is an arrow p --+ q whenever p ~q. Any monotone map on 
P is furthermore a functor on this category (since it maps any pair of related e lements 
p ~ q to <P( p ) ~ <P(q )). Clearly, <P-coalgebras are so-called post-fixed points: e lements 
p in P with p ~ <P( p ). Dually, <P-algebras are pre-fixed points : e lements p in P with 
<P( p) ~ p. Now it is immediate from the above equalities that the greatest fixed point y 
is a final <P-coalgebra and that the least fixed point x is an init ial <P-algebra. IO This is 
exactly what is expressed by the fami liar principles of least-fixed-point induct ion and 
greatest-fixed-point coinduction, which usually are formulated, respectively, as follows: 

VpEP, <P(p)~p:;,x~p, and: VpEP, p~<P(p):;,p~y. 

Note that these are proof principles indeed, s ince for instance the latter implication 
can be read as: in order to prove p ~ y it is s uffic ient to establish that p ~ <f>( p ). An 
example of its use can be found in (57). 

As we have seen, final coalgebras P of a functor F: Set --. S et (and similarly initial 
a lgebras) are not proper fixed points of F but satisfy P ~ F(P) (Theorem 9. 1 ). By 
moving to a d ifferent setting, namely that of set-continuous functors on the category 
of classes, one can show the existence of final coalgebras that are fixed points (cf. 
(2, 81)). 

15. Natural transformations of systems 

Any deterministic system is a special kind of nondeterministic system and, con
versely, any nondeterministic system can be turned into a detenn inistic one by apply ing 
the powerset construction. Similarly, any binary tree can be turned into a determin
istic system by 'cutting away' all left branches. Such statements can be formal ized 

10 Note rhat the construcrion of final coalgebras in Theo rem I 0.3 is a direct generalization of the present 
characterization of greatest fixed points. 
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using the fol lowing (categorical) notion. Let F: Sl'f-> Set and G: Sd-> Set be two 
functors. A 11ut11wl tru11.~f(m11atio11 1• from F to G, denoted by v: F -> G, is a family 
{ l'S : F(S) -> G(S) I SE Set} of functions satisfying the following naturality property: 
for any function f: S-> T , the following diagram commutes: 

F(S) 
F<f) 

F(T) 

,, l l " 
G(S) 

G(/) 
G(T). 

Any F-system (S, r:x.s ) can now be viewed as a G-system by composing r:x.s with 
I'S· Moreover, if f:(S,r:x.s)->(T,':t.r) is an F-homomorphism then it is also a G
homomorphism of the resulting G-systems; and, similarly, any F-bisimulation between 
F-systems is also a G-bisim.ulation of the resulting systems: 

s I r s "' R "' T 

"l l ·' ~1 l~ l " 
F(/l 

F(S) F(T) ........ F(S) F(R) F(T) 
F(n1) F(x, ) 

,, l l " "j l· l " 
G(S) G(T) G(S) G(R) G(T). 

G{fl G{7r1 > Gtx» 

The above is summarized in the following. (Recall from Corollary 5.6 that '°'JF denotes 
the greatest F-bisimulation between two systems.) 

Theorem 15.1. A nutural trwz.~formaticm v: F--+ G between functors F and G : Set-> 
S11t induces u jimctur, denoted hy v o ( - ) : Sl'fF-> S eta ll'hic/1 nwps (S, r:x.s) to (S, vs o ':t.) 

and an F-homomurp/iism f : (S, as) -> (T, r:x.r) to the G-lwnwmorphism f: (S, 1•s o r:x.s) 
-> ( T, l 'T o r:x.r ). Moreover, this fimctor presi>rves hisimulations: for any s and t, s "'F 

I => S "'G f. 

Example 15.2. A few examples of the use of natural transformations. 
I. The natural transformation { - } : I -> & maps an element s of a set S to { s }. In this 

way, a deterministic system as: S-> S can be transformed into a nondeterministic 
system { - }s o a.s: S-> &(S). 
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2. Let I'S: Bx sA ..... (Bx S)A be defined, for h e B, ,,, E sA, and a E A, by l 's((h, </i) )(a) 
= (h, </i(a )) . This natural transformation changes a Moore machine 'Y.s :S-+ Bx SA 
into a Mealy machine 1•s o xs: S _, (B x S )A. 

3. Fl.'edhack: Consider a Moore machine with identical input and output alphabets: 
rx.s : S --+A x SA. A feedback loop, which uses the produced output for the next 
input can be modelled by a natural transformation 1•s : A x SA_, S, defined for a EA 
and </> E SA, by 1•s( (a, </1)) = <fi(a ). Applying this natural transformation results in a 
deterministic system 1•s o 'Y.s: S _, S. 

4. Rdahl.'!iny: Any function I: A --> B induces a natural transfonnation I' : Ax( - )--> Bx 
(-),defined for a set S by 1•(a,s) = (/(a),s). Let as: S-> (Ax S) and cxr: T _, (8 x 
T) be detenninistic transition systems with labels in A and B, respectively. Then a 
( B x ( - ) )-homomorphism f: (S, 1• o :xs ) _, ( T, 'Y.r) is characterized by 

U l 1.( ) /(u) j"( / s --+ -~ => . s --+ s ), 

which a re transitions in (S, ixs) and ( T, o:r), respectively. 
5. Reslriction: Let 1•:.qi}·((A U B) x ( - )) ->&,·(Bx( - )) be defined, for any set S 

and V ~ (A U B) x S by 1•s(V) = V n(B x S ). Then composing a nondeterministic 
transition system as : S _, &ij·((A u B) x S ) with 1•s amounts to restricting its behavior 
to B-steps only. 

Certain transformations involve a change of state space, such as the powerset con
struction applied to a nondetenninistic system. Such cases can be dealt with by the 
following generalization of Theorem 15. 1. 

T he<>rem 15.3. Consider Jimctors F, G, and H: Set_, Sc:t. Any natural trans
formation 

v:H o F->G o H 

inclucc:.v " jimctor H,. : SetF --> Setc de.fined hy 

H(S) 

s 1 "'"' 
« 1 ,_. H(F(S)) 

1 " F (S) 

G(H(S)). 
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This fi111ctor maps w1 F-homo111orphi.m1 f: S-> Tinto a G-humo11101phis111 H(f): H 
(S) -> H( T), and maps F-hisimulatio11s R intu G-hisinwlations H(R). 

The proof of this theorem is again straightfo1ward. 

Example 15.4. Again a few examples. 
L The pmrasi:t co11structio11: Let F(S)=2x £'J'(S)A , G(S)=2xSA, and H(S) =£'J'(S), 

and let the natural transformation i•s: .?/'(2 x &'(S)A) ---4 (2 x 2l'(S )A) be defined, for 
V in &'(2 x .:?i'(S)A ), by 

JI,_. ( sup{y I (y, t/t) E //, for some i/1 E &(S)A }. </>), 

with </>(a)= LJ{t/!(a)i (y,i/J) E //, for some yE2}. Composing a nondeterministic 
automaton (o,r): S-> 2 x &'(S )A with 1•s yields a detenninistic automaton (sup o, LJ 
t) : &(S) -> 2 x P/'(S )A. A state V of this new automaton is a set of states from the 
old automaton, satisfying 

As an interesting consequence of this construction, we show how it gives rise 
to a coinductive definition of a trace operator for nondeterministic systems. Let 
(o, t) : S ---4 2 x r!l1(S )A again be a nondetenninistic automaton and recall the final 
deterministic automaton (£7, (o!f', r!f')) of languages over A from Example 9.5. 
A function T: S -> £7 can now be defined by the following diagram: 

T 

S~!f 
(o,r)l .. / 1(0,.,1,,.) 

/<supo.ur) 

2 X £'J'(S{' 2 x f} (!f)A. 
l , x IA 

where 12 is the identity function on the set 2 and where I: &(S)-> £7 is the by 
finality of£' unique homomorphism mapping a state V of the deterministic automa
ton (&'(S ), (sup o, Ur)) to the language it accepts. It follows that T =I o { - }s maps 
a state s of the nondeterministic automaton (S, (o, t ) ) to the set of words (traces) it 
accepts: 

T( { I :l. a1 ll'Z an I } s) = a, .. ·all ::iS1 ••• . ,Sil, s ---+ St ---+ . . . ---+ S11+ . 

This opens the way to express safety and liveness properties as universal properties 
(by varying the function o: S-> 2 ). 

2. Let F(S)=(B x S)A, G(S)=B x SA, and H(S)=B x S. The identity is a natural 
transformation I : H o F-> Go H which transfonns any Mea ly machine rxs : S ---4 (Bx 
S)A into a Moore machine 18 x as :(Bx S)->B x (Bx S)A. 
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16. A unique fixed point theorem 

Natural transformations can also be used to characterize functions on final coalgebras 
having a unique fixed poi11t, as is illustrated by the following theorem. 

Theorem 16. 1. 11 let n: P-> F(P) he• u Jinal F-sy.1·tc'111 ancl lc·t f: P -> P he u fu11('tion 
rlwt fucrors throu!/'1 a natural trw1.yfiimwtio11 1•: I -+ F as .fiillml's: 

/I·-· 
P --.---i F(P) , 

(recull thur n is w1 iso111orphis111, hy Tht!orc•m 9. 1 ). Then f ha.1· a 1111iq111.' .fixed point. 

Proof. Because (P, n) is final there exists a unique homomorphism v~ : (P, 1•p)-+ (P, n ): 

Since 

p 

F(P) 

• ''r p 

1· 
F(P). 

no f o 1•% = 1•p o v% 
= F( v%) o \Ip ( 1• is a natural transfonnation) 

= 7t o v% ( v~ is a homomorphism) 

and n: is an isomorphism, it follows that f o 1•% = 1•%. Thus 1•i( p) is a fixed point of 
f, for any p in P. 

For uniqueness, let P' = { p E PI/( p) = p} and let i: P' ...... P be the inclusion of P' 
into P. The latter is actually a homomorphism i: (P', 1•p• )-> (P, n:) since, for p E P', 

1C 0 i( p) = n:( p) 

= n: 0 f( p) 

= l'p(p) 

=vpo i(p) 

= F(i) o vp•(p) {by naturality of 1• ). 

11 This observation has independently been made by Pavlovic (62]. 
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Because i is also a homomorphism i: (P'. 1°,,, ) ..... (P, 1•p ), by naturality, it fol lows from 
the finality of(P.7t ) that l'io i=i, that is. 1•i (p)= p for all p E P' . All elements in 
(P, 1•p) are bisimilar since (P x P, l'PxP ) is a bisimulation, again by naturality of 1•. 

Therefore, \'~ identities all e lements in P, according to Theorem 9.3. It follows that P' 
is a singleton set. 0 

An example of the above situation is the operation of prefixing a · (-):A"' ..... A"', 
where A''' is a final (A x ( - ) )-system. This operation factors through the natural trans
fonnation 1•s : S ..... A x S which maps s in S to (a,s). Since the prefix operator is a 
basic example of a 1111ard<•cl function, we see that the above theorem captures a basic 
fonn of guardedness. More general versions of guardedness exist, of course, and more 
general vers ions of Theorem 16. I remain therefore to be formulated as well. 

17. Cofreeness and covarieties of systems 

We saw in Section 15 that a natural transfonnation v:F-+G between functors F 
and G: Set ..... St•t induces a functor that maps an F-system to a corresponding G
system. Given, conversely, a G-system ( C, 1' ), there exist, under some conditions on 
F , a so-called cuji·ee F-system (Sc. a ) that when viewed as a G-system (Sc. ' 'St· o a ), 
'resembles' ( C, ~') most. This is made precise by Theorem 17. I below. Next we shall 
show how subsystems of such eofree systems give rise to well-behaved classes of 
systems called co 11arieties. 

Theorem* 17.1. Let F and G he .fi111ctor.1· and '': F __. G 11 nuturul tr1111sform11rio11. 
Suppose thut .fi11· w1y set V, the jimctur V x F lws 11 .finul system ( 11'/wr<' V is 
the• constw11 functor that sends uny sc·t tv V). Then thert' exists for any G-sy stem 
(C, }•) an F-sy.vtm1 (Sc , a ) and 11G-ho11w111orphi.1m1::(Sc,1•sc o'X) _. (C,1• ) sarisjjiiny 
the followilifJ uniliersal property: for uny F-syste111 ( U, rx.u ) and uny G-homomorphi.1·111 
f: ( U, ''u o au ) ..... ( C, }' ) there exists 11 1111ic111e F-lwnwmorphism ./': ( U, a.u ) ..... (Sc. 'X) 
such tlwt & o f = f : 
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The F-system (Sc,o:) (and 1:) is called cofi"<'l' 011 the G-system (C', /'}. Note that the 
functor V x F is bounded whenever F is, in which case a ( /I x F)-final system exists 
by Theorem I 0.4. 

Proof. By assumption, CxF has a final system (T,r). Let r=(rr1, rr2), where rr1 : T-+ 
C and rr2: T ---+ F(T). By Theorem 15.1, ( T, 1·r o rr2) is a G-system. Let B = {t E TI I "'G 

rr1 (I)}. Define (Sc, D'.) = [B], the largest F -subsystem of ( T, n2) that is contained in the 
subset 8: 

Sc T 

·l 
F(Sc) 

F(il 
F(T), 

where i is the inclusion F-homomorphism. It is by Theorem 15.1 also a G 

-homomorphism i:(Sc,1•s,.oo:)-+(T,vroni.). By Theorem 2.5, its graph is a G 
-bisimulation. hence c "'a i(c) for any c in Sc. By definition of B also i(c) "-"c rr1 (i(c) ), 

and because composition of bisimulation relations is again a bi.simulation (Theorem 
5.4 ), it follows that c "'a rr1 (i(c) ). Therefore the graph of n 1 o i is a G-bisimulation, 
and so rr1oi:(Sc.1•sc o o:)-+ (C, 1• ) is a G-homomorphism, by Theorem 2.5. That is, 
the outer square below commutes: 

Sc T "' c 

·l ml 
F(Sc) 

F(il 
F(T) 

,, l 
"l 

G(Sc) 
GU) 

G(T) 
G(rr1) 

G(C). 

(Note that the right rectangle generally does not commute.) Define e = n 1 o i. We claim 
that (Sc, a) and e satisfy the universal property of the theorem: Consider any F-system 
( U, au) and G-homomorphism f: ( U, vu o rxu )-+ ( C, ")' ). By finality of T, there exists 
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a unique ( C x F)-homomorphism h: U -+ T: 

,, 
u T 

([.~) j 
C x F(U) C x F(T). 

Commutativity of this diagram implies that n 1 o h = f and h: ( U, 'Xu ) -+ ( T. n 2 ) is an 
F-homomorphism. By T heorem 2.5, its graph is an F-bisimulation and hence, by 
Theorem IS. I, a G-bisirnulation between ( U, vu o -xu ) and ( T. l'T o n2 ). Thus 11 "'G h( u), 
for any 11 E U. Because f is a G-homomorphism, also u "'G f(u ), again by 
Theorem 2.5. Because inverse and composition of bisimulations yield bisimulations 
again (Theorems S.2 and S.4 ), it follows that '1(11) "'G f(u) = n 1 (h(u) ). Thus h( U) r:;;. 8, 
which implies, by Proposition 6.S, that h factorizes through Sc= [BJ : there exists a 
unique F-homomorphism /: ( U. au) -+(Sc. oc) such that 

U --...!L...,, T 
I 
' · :· 

Sc. 

By Theorem IS.I , it is also a G-homomorphism from (U,1•uoau) to (Sc , vsc oo:). 
Since 

t:of= n1 oio ./=n1 oh=f, 

/is the F -homomorphism we have been looking for. Its uniqueness follows from that 
of h and the factorization. D 

(By a standard argument in category theory, it follows that the assignment of (Sc, x) 
to (C,y) actually extends to a functor from St!tc to Setp, which is right adjoint to 
\ ' 0 (- ).) 

Example 17.2. We give a few examples of cofree systems. 
I. A simple instantiation of T heorem 17. I is obtained by taking G = I, the functor 

that is constant I. Then there is only one nan1ral transformation from a functor F 
to I , and lhe functor it induces from s,,t F to Si!t sends each F-system to its carrier. 
(Recall from Section 3 that Set1 ~ St!t.) If F is bounded then it follows from the 
construction above that, for a set C, the final ( C x F)-system Sc is co free on C ( cf. 
[33]). We like to think of the elements of C as 'colours'. In that view, Sc can be 
regarded as a universally C -coloured F-system: i: : Sc-+ C gives the colours of the 
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states in Sc; and for any F-system U and any 'colouring' f: U-+ C there exists a 
unique F-homomorphism ./: U -+Sc which is colour consistent, f: o / = f : 

Vf 
~ 

U ------> Sc ----;;--+ C. 
3/ 

2. For a concrete example of the preceding situation, consider the functor F(S) =SA of 
deterministic systems with input alphabet A. Let C = 2 = {O, I} be the colouring set. 
Since the set !i' of languages over A is a final ( 2 x ( - )11 )-system (oz, t z} : !i'-+ 2 x 
!i'11 (Example 9.5 ), it follows that / !f': !i'-+ Ji'A, with colouring o.!i': !i'-+ 2 is cofree 
on 2. As a consequence, for any system et.s : S-+ S", 

yf .. 
s--- ---•!i' 

a,l 3f l'r 

Each choice for f determines a subset of S of accepting states; for each choice, 
the homomorphism / gives for each state s in S the language /(.~) it accepts. 

3. For a slightly more complicated example, let F(S) = (3 xS) x (3 xS) and G(S) = 3 x 
S (with 3={0,1,2}), and let vs:F(S) -+ G(S) map ((x,s},(x',s'}) to (x,s). We 
picture a transition of a state in an F-system by 

s 

Y"<. 
t u 

The application of the induced functor "o (-) to such a system amounts to cutting 
away all right branches s _.!_. u. Next consider any G-system ( C, .,,. ). This could be, 
for instance, 

(012)"' ~ (120)"' 

2l / 
(201)"'. 

How does the co free system (Sc, ix) look like? It is constructed as a subset of a 
final (C x F)-system (n1, n1): T -+ C x ((3 x S) x (3 x S)), which we describe first. 
Elements I of T and their transitions look like 

to 
y~ 

t1 12 

y lr. x,l "\, 
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where we have not included in the picture the labelling of the states {io.11 •... }. 
which is given by n:1 : T-+ C'. Now Sc~ T consists of those elements 10 in T for 
which all left transitions walk in step with the system ( C, }'); that is, more precisely. 
if 11 ....::....+ 11 is a left transition occurring in the picture of 10 above, then 11:1 (I;) __::._. 

rr1(1J) should be a transition in (C. /' ). 0 

Next we show how any subsystem of a system that is cofree on a set of colours 
determines a well-behaved class of systems. called a covariety, and briefly illustrate 
how this can been seen as a way of system specification. 

Let in the remainder of this section F: SL' I-+ Se1 be a bounded functor, and C a 
set, of colours. Let Sc. with colouring 1:: Sc-+ C, be an F-system that is cofree on C. 
Recall from Examples 17.2 that Sc is obtained as a final ( C x F)-system, which exists 
because C x F is bounded. Consider a subsystem i: S-+ Sc. Let the class Jf"(S) consist 
of all F-systems ( U. rJ.u) with the property that for any colouring function f: U -+ C, 
the (by cofrceness uniquely detem1ined) F-homomorphism j factorizes though S: 

c 

Xf, 
u--1....... Sc 

',,_',, f1 

"s. 

(Note that f and 1; are functions and the other arrows are F-homomorphisms.) Such 
classes are well behaved in the following sense. 

Theorem* 17.3. Th<' class %(S) of F-sys1i:111s defined uhuv<' i.1· dosed umli!r the 
fvrmution of 
1. subsystems; 
2. /101110111orphh' imuyes; 

J. and sums. 

Such a class is called a co11uriety. 

Proof. 
I. Let U be a system in Jf"(S) and j: U' - U a subsystem. Any colouring f': U'-+ C 

can be extended to a colouring f: U -+ C such that f o j = f'. Because 1: of 
oj = f o j = f', the unique extension of f' to an F-homomorphism from U' to 
Sc is / 1 = f oj. Because U is in Jf(S), /factorizes through S, and hence so does 
/'. Thus U' is in ff(S). 

2. Let U be a system in Jf"(S) and CJ: U-+ U' a surjective homomorphism. Any 
colouring/': U'-+ C induces a colouring f = f' o q on U. Because to/' o q = f' o 
q = f, it follows from the cofreeness of Sc that f = f' o q. Because U is in %(S) 
there exists g : U __. S such that i o g = f The kernel K ( q) is included in K (j'\ si nee 
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/ = /' o q. The fact that q is a surjective homomorphism, implies the existence (by 
Theorems 7. 1 and 7.2) of a homomorphism y': U' -+ S such that y' o 'I = y. Since 
f' o q = ./ = i o !I = i o ~!' o q, it follows fro m the su1jectivity of y that / ' = i o y'. Thus 
U' is in % (S). 

3. A family of colourings {.ti} on a fami ly { U;} of systems in %(S) determines a 
colouring L: f;: L:, U;--+ C. Because each of the induced homomorphisms /; fac
torizes through S, their sum L; ./;: L; U; -+ Sc is readily seen to factorize through 
Sas well. 0 

Example 17.4. An example of such a class definition is obtained by taking F = I , the 
identity functor, and C = 2 = { 0, 1}. The system t : 2''' -+ 2'°, with colouring h : 2"' -+ 2, 
is cofree on the set 2. Consider the following subsystem S of 2"': 

(01)"' ~ (10)"' 

The class % (S) contains all systems ( U, au ) which consist of one and two cycles 
only: 'Y.u oor:u( 11) = 11, for all u in U. 

Returning to the general case again, the following theorem is a kind of converse of 
the previous one. It states that any covariety is determined by a subsystem of a cofree 
system. 

T heorem* 17.5. For any covariety % there! exists a set vf colours C and u subsystem 
S of t/1<' co.fi·ee F-sy.1·te111 Sc, such that % = %(S). 

Proof. Let % be a covariety. By assumption F is bounded, say by a set C. Let Sc 
and e: Sc--+ C be as before. Define a subsystem i: S--+ Sc by 

S = LJ{j{U) I UE% and f:U-+C}. 

(Recall that /( U) is a subsystem of Sc by Theorem 6.3, and that the union of sub
systems is again a subsystem by Theorem 6.4.) Clearly, % ~ %(S). For the converse, 
first note tha t S E .ff: this follows from the fact that S is the image of a homomorphism 

'I : L Us -+ S, 
sES 

where for each s in S an F-system Us E $ and a colouring Is: Us-+ C have been 
chosen such that s E /,( U, ); and where q is determined by the homomorphisms ls· 
Now let T be any F-system in .Jf"(S), and I E T. The size of the subsystem (t} of T 
is bounded by that of C, because F is bounded by C. Thus, there exists a colouring 
f: T -+ C that is injective on {t}. Because T E .Jf"(S), the induced homomorphism j 
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facto1izcs through S via some homomorphism y: 

c 

/,fi: 
T-L.....Sc 

-,_g',,,, rj 
s. 

Because f = 1:o i o y and f is injective on (1}, also y is injective on (t}. Thus (t} ~ 
f( (t} ). Since the latter is a subsystem of S, which we have shown to be in ff. also 
(t) is in .:%'. Because T is the image of the homomorphism 

L (t) __, T 
tET 

which is determined by the inclusions of the subsystems (t} in T, it follows chat T E %. 
0 

The above characte1izacion of classes of systems is inspired by Birkhoff's variety 
theorem for algebras (see, e.g., [54, Theorem 5.2.16]), which states that a class of 
algebras is closed under the fonnacion of s ubalgebras, quotients, and products, if and 
only if it is equationally definable. There is also another theorem by BirkholT, which 
asserts the soundness and completeness of a logical calculus for equations of varieties. 
It is unclear what a counterpart of the latter should be for systems. See Section 19 for 
references to some recent work in that direction. 

18. Dynamical systems and symbolic dynamics 

The generality of the coalgebraic view on systems is further illustrated by a brief ac
count of so-called u11e-dimensiu11e1/ discrete rime dynamical .1ystems (X,f), consisting 
of a complete metric space X (with distance function dx) and a continuous function 
f : X --> X. Such systems are coalgebras of the identity functor on the category Met of 
complete metric spaces and continuous functions between them. Thus, we are changing 
the scene for the first time by looking at a category different from Set. One of the 
main themes in the theory of dynamical systems is the systematic study of urhits: if 
x EX then its orbit is the set 

where r + I (x) = f(f"(x) ). ( In our tenninology, the orbit of x is just the subsystem (x) 
of (X, f) generated by the singleton x.) Questions to be addressed are, for instance, 
whether a point x is periodic (x = f"(x ), for some 11~0 ); whether there are many 
such periodic points and how they are distributed over X (e.g., do they fonn a dense 
subset?); and whether orbits (x} and (y} are similar if we know that x and y are 
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b 

Fig. I. The graph of /j,. for 11 > 4. 

close, that is, dx(x, y) is small. Here we shall b1iefly discuss one important technique 
that is used in the world of dynamical systems to answer some of such questions, 
called symholic dynamics (cf. [12]), by giving a coalgebraic account of one particular 
example, taken from [20]. As it turns out, the notion of cofreeness plays a crucial role. 

Let {!/( denote the set of real numbers. The concrete example we shall consider is 
the quadrath· family of systems ({!/(, J;, ), which are parameterized by a real number 11, 
and for which J;, is defined by 

J;,: {!/( -f {!/(, J;,(x) = JIX( I - x). 

More specitkally, we shall assume ;1 to be fixed with 11>4. (The reason for this choice 
is that the maximum 11/ 4 in this case is strictly greater than I.) We shall write f for 
fw Let a and bin{!/( be the points with f(a)= I = f(h) and a<b. 

A quick look at Fig. 1 tells us that the dynamics of f on the intervals ( -oo, 0) 
and (I, + oo) is easily understood: all orbits tend to - oo. The same applies to the 
interval (a,h ), since it is mapped by f to (I, +oo), bringing us back to the previous 
case. Possibly more interesting dynamic behavior may be expected from elements in 
the intervals [0,a] and [h, I]. Now note that f maps each of these intervals bijectively 
to [O, I]. Consequently, [O,a]n/- 1(a,b ) and [b, l]n/- 1(a,h) have uninteresting dy
namics as well: those points are mapped by f 2 to (I, + oo ), where all orbits go to 
-oo. This leaves us with ([O,a]U(b, l))nf- 1([0,a]U[b, l]), which consists of four 
closed intervals. Continuing in this way, we find a set 

00 

J = n (f )- 1((0,a) U [b, I] ), 
i=O 
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which can alternatively be characterized as the largest subsystem of (M,f) that is 
contained in (0, l]. Its dynamics can in a surprisingly simple way be explained using 
symbolic dynamics, which we explain next using our own coalgebraic idiom. 

Let 2 be the set {O, I } with the discrete metric (d2(0, I) = I). As before we shall 
consider the elements of 2 as colours. Consider the functor 

2x - :M,•t-+Mer, x ....... 2xx. 

where the Cartesian product is supplied with distance function 

d((i,x), (i,y)) = d 2(i,j) + 1/ 2 · dx (x, )' ). 

The set of infinite sequences (2"'. {h, 1) ) (where h: 2"'-+ 2 and t: 2"'-+ 2"' are the head 
and tail functions), supplied with distance function 

oo d2(1l;, W;) 
d1 .. ,(1>, w) = L: . , 

1-0 2' 

is a final (2 x - )-system: an elementary proof can be given using the fact that (2"', (h, t )) 
is a final system in Ser of the functor (2 x - ) : Set--+ Set. More abstractly, it also 
follows from general techniques for the solut ion of metric domain eq uations of (7) and 
[75]. Consequently, (2'°,t) is a dynamical system that is cofree on the metric space 2. 
Now define a colouring c: J --+ 2 of J by 

c(x) = { ~ if xE[O,a], 

if xE[b, 1). 

By the universal property of the cofree system (2''',I) there exists a unique h omomor
phism i-::(J,f) -+{2"',t) with h oi-:=c. This homomorphism c can readily be shown 
to be an isomorphism. 

Thus (fJi,f ) falls apatt into two subsystems: {f!,£ - J,f), where all orbits tend to -oo. 
and (J,f), w hose dynamics is the same as that of (2'v,t). The gain of this symbolic 
interpretation of (J,f) is that the dynamics of (2"', I) is well understood: it is the 
prototypical example of a chaotic system. 

19. Notes a nd related work 

The use of final coalgebras m the sema·ntics of systems (including auto mata and 
infinite data types such as trees ) dates back at least to [6]. Also Peter Aczel modelled 
(transition ) systems as coalgebras, in constructing a model for a theory of nonwell
founded sets (2]. In a subsequent paper on final coalgebras [4], a categorical definition 
of bisimulation was given. (Later we found that a variation also occurs in [44].) This 
categorical definition and the characterization of (final coalgebras and) coinduction 
in terms thereof, has been the starting point of the present paper. It generalizes and 
extends [71 ], where part of the theory of universal coalgebra is developed for the spe
cial case of labelled transition systems. T hat paper was preceded by joint work with 
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Turi [75, 76] on final coalgebra semantics for concurrent programming languages. The 
present paper is a reworking of [72]. 

We should also mention a number of relatively early papers dealing with special 
cases of coalgebras. In none of these papers, the notions o f bisimulation and finality 
occur. In spite of its intriguing title, (19] has not been the starting point for our work. 
It deals with one particular type of transition system, and it is probably one of the 
first papers to speak about universal coalgebra and its connection to transition systems. 
In most of the following papers, the notion of function is dualized to the notion of 
cofunction: [ 18, 53, 79). In [66 ], a theory of clones of cofunctions is further developed, 
and the connection with bisimulations is discussed. 

The aim of the present paper has been both to give an overview of some of the 
existing insights in coalgebra as well as to present some new material. Below we briefly 
describe per section which results have been taken from the literature. 

Our references for univers al algebra have been [ 16, 54 ]; for category theory [ 13, 50]. 
The reader might want to have a look at [39] for a first introduction to coalgebra and 
coinduction. The definition in Section 2 of F-bisimulatio11 is from [4]. Theorem 2.5 
generalizes [76, Proposition 2.8]. Most observations in Section 4 are standard in cat
egory theory (cf. [9]). Recently, more has been said about the structure of categories 
of coalgebras in [67). The restriction to set functors that preserve weak pullbacks 
occurs in [ 4]. In [74], it is explained that such functors are well-behaved precisely 
because they are relaters, that is, they can be extended to the category -0f sets and 
relations. Some of the results in Sections 5 and 6 are generalizations of similar ob
servations in [76] and [71]. on the category of labelled transition systems. The notion 
of bounded functor is taken from [ 42), and is ultimately due to [9]. Sections 7 and 
8 generalize similar results from (7 1 ]. The results on fina I systems in Section 9 are 
from [75]. The results presented in Section 10 are from [9, 10], which build on [4]. 
Their presentation has been influenced by [ 81 , 42]. The example of the extended nat
ural numbers in Sections 11 and 12 was d!eveloped jointly with Bart Jacobs and Bill 
Rounds. The comparison of induction and coinduction in Section 13 extends the char
acterization in [76), which was given in tem1s of congruences and bisimulations (see 
also [31 ]). For an e?<tensive discussion of coinduction principles based on greatest 
fixed points of monotone operators, as in Section 14, see [49]. Theorem 15.3 also 
appears in [3 I]. Theorem 16.1 also occurs in [ 62]. That paper contains moreover a 
general (but infinitary) description of guarded functions. The work of Horst Reichel 
and Bart Jacobs on coalgebraic specification [33, 68] and Bart Jacobs' use of cofree
ness in a coalgebraic semantics for object-oriented programming [35] have been a 
source of inspiration for the writing of Section 17. See also [30, 37] for recent work 
on coalgebraic specification. The covariety theorems of Section 17 answer a ques
tion raised in [71). For recent progress on Birkhoff-like results and the connections 
between final coalgebras and modal logic see [17, 27,45,58, 69]. In both [31] and 
[83 ], additional results on co freeness can be found. Section 18 gives a coalgebraic 
account of the dynamics of the quadratic family of dynamical systems, which occurs 
in (20]. 
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Without intending to give a complete overview, we mention the following recent 
work on or related to coalgebra: (28], on a calculus of categorical data types based on 
the notion of dialgebra; (81 ]. on a systematic comparison of final coalgebra and initial 
algebra sem.antics for concurrent languages (see also (82, 83] ); (68), on object-oriented 
programming; (32), on a model for the lambda calculus; (48], on a higher-order con
current language; (34], on behaviour refinement in object-oriented programming; [ 15), 
on a coalgebra semantics for hidden algebra. The following papers are using nonwell
founded sets as the starting point for semantics: (3, 23, 70) and (49), on processes and 
non-well founded sets; [I I), a recent textbook on non well founded sets and circular
ity; and (59), where corecursion is further studied in that context. See also (6 1] on 
mechanizing coinduction and corecursion. Other categorical approaches to bisimulation 
include (I), on a domain for bisimulation; (86), on categories of transition systems; 
[2, 63, 64), on mixed induction-coinduction principles on domains in tenns of relational 
properties; (31), on functors on categories of relations; [ 41 ) , on a characterization of 
bisimulation in tenns of open maps and presheaves. In (8, 14, 75), metiic domains for 
bisimulation can be found. 
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Appendix 

This section is intended to give an overview of some basic facts on sets and cate
gories, and also to mention one or two facts that may be less familiar. (The latter are 
indicated as propositions.) 

On sets: Composition of functions f: S-+ T and g : T-+ U is written as yo f: S-+ U. 
We write 0 for the empty set, and I ={*} for the one element set. The identity func
tion on a set S is denoted by Is: S-+ S. The sets of natural numbers and integers are 
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denoted by 

.. A'={0, 1,2, ... }, fl'={0,1, - 1.2,-2, .. . }. 

The set of functions between sets S and T is denoted by 

ST={f:S-+T}. 

Let A be any set. The following notation wil 1 be used for sets of streams (or sequences, 
or lists) over A: 
I. A*: the set of all finite streams of elements of A; 1: denotes the empty stream. 
2. A+: the set of all nonempty finite streams. 
3. A"': the set of all infinite streams. 
4. A00 = A* UAw: the set of all finite and infinite streams. 
5. Af =A+ U Aw: the set of all nonempty finite and infinite streams. 

Let S be any set and R an equivalence relation on S. Let the quotient set S/R 
be defined by S/ R = {(s]R lsES}, with [s]R={s' ! (s,s')ER}. Let c.R :S-+S/ R be the 
surjective mappi ng sending each element s to its equivalence class [s]R. It is called the 
quotient mup of R. 

The diayonal (or equality) Lis of a set S is given by 

Lis= {(s,s} ES x S Is ES}. 

Let f: S-+ T be any mapping. The kernel K(f) and the uraph G(f) off are defined 
as follows: 

K(f) = { (s,s') I /(s) = f(s')}, 

G(f) = { (s.f(.~)} lsE S}. 

For subsets V ~ S and W <; T, let 

f( V) ={/(s) lsE V}. 

f- 1(W) = {s I f(s) E W}. 

The set f(S) is called the ima51e off. More generally, for functions f: S-+ T and 
!I : S-+ U, the image of f and g is defined by 

(f. g}(S) = { (f(s), y(s)} Is ES}. 

Also the following notation will be used: for f : S -+ T, R ~ S x S and Q ~ T x T, 

f(R) = { (f(s).f(s')} I (s,s') ER}, 

/-
1(Q) = { (s, s') I (f(s),f(s')) E Q}. 
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Let S, T an<l U be sets, R ~ S x T a relation between S and T, and Q ~ T x U a relation 
between T an<l U. The i11cer.1·e R- 1 of R is defined by 

R- 1 = {(t,s) I (s,t) E R}, 

and the co111positio11 R o Q of R an<l Q is defined by 

R oQ={(s,u)l3t E T. (s, t)ER and (1.11)EQ}. 

Note the difference in order between function composition and relation composition. 
On wteyorh's: Some familiarity with the fol lowing notions will be helpful ( but is 

not strictly necessary for understanding the rest of the paper): category; functor: epi: 
mono: limit and colirnit ( in particular, pull back, coequalizer, initial object, final object); 
opposite category; product of categories. 

011 the rnreyory of sets: The category of sets and functions between them is denoted 
by Si!t. It is complete and cocornplete, i.e., all limits and colimits exist. A function is 
mono if and only if it is injective, and it is epi if and only if it is surjective. 

Proposition A. I . L (•/ F : Si!t--+ Set he w1 urhirrary .fimctor. If f: S - > T is 1110110 uncl 
S is 11011-l!mpty, then F(f): F(S)--+ F( T) is 1110110 us 1rell. 

Proof. Let So e s and define g : T--+ s by 

g(f) = { s 
So 

ifthere is (a unique) sES with t =f(s), 

otherwise. 

Clearly, y o f = I s and hence by functoriality of F, F(g) o F(f) = F( I s ) = I F<Sl- Thus 
F(f) is injective, that is, mono. D 

Below the functors that are used in this paper are described. First the basic functors 
are listed, which next are used to define a number of composed fu11ctors: 
I. The identity functor: I : S(•t -+ Set sends sets and functions to themselves. 
2. The constant functor A, where A is any set, maps any set to the set A, and any 

function to the identity function IA on A. 
3. Coproduct ( or sum ): 

+ : Set x Set --+ Set 

It maps two sets to their disjoint union; a pair of functions f: S--+ S' and y: T-+ T' 
is mapped to f + y : (S + T)-+ (S' + T' ), sending s in S to f(s) and t E T to y(f ). 
The coproduct of an indexed family of sets {S;}; is denoted by 

4. Product: 

x : Set x Set --+ Set 
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It ma~ a pair of ;.et" S a nd T to thc1r C:artc,,i.m product S x T; a p.11r of functtons 
f : S -+ S' <llld 11: T • T' 1s m.1ppcd to I x 1/. (S x T) __, ( S' x T' ). sending {s. 1) 10 

(t (s).1/(1)). 

5. F1111ctw11 ·'f't1l'c: 

-. : Sd"" x St•f -. S1·1 

It maps a pair of seti-. Sand T to the set S - T of a ll functions from S to T. A pair 
of functions f : S' ..... S and ~I : T - T' 1s m:1ppcd to ( f - y): (S - T) ..... ( S' ..... T' ), 
which sends 4' E S - T to y o <P o f E S' ~ T '. Thii. functor will mos1ly be used 
with a fixed choice. a set A say. for the lt:fl argument. Then ii is denoted :is 
follows: 

( - )~ :Scl - St'I. 

6. Poll't'r.1·1•1: 

di': Sc•/ - Set 

II maps a set S to the set of all its subsets #CS) = {I' I l ' <,;;; S}. A function j : S -+ T 
is mapped to ,,U): l'(S J .... J'( T ). which is detine<l. for any I' <;:;; S . by 4'(/ )( V) 
= f( V ). We shall also encounter the f111it<' p<merset: ~ (S ) = {I' I l ' ~ S and I' is 
finite} . 

7. Co11trar•uri111rt f)(lll'<'rsct: 

# : Sc•t"" -+ St•t 

acts on sets <ls di' docs: .jl(S) = J'(S ). A function f: S _, T is mapped to #( f ) : J> 
( T) -+ .Pc S ). which is defined. for any V ~ T. by ?et)( I ' ) = f - 1 ( V). Because 

(by representing a subset by its characteristic function ). the contravariant powersct 
functor could equivalently be described as F(S) = 2s. ( Note that the definition on 
functions would indet.'<l be the same.) The contravariant powerset functor will in 
particular be considered in composition with itself: 

J#o#: St'f -. St't. 

One easily verifies that a function I: S - T is mapped by this composition to 

Next a few examples are given of functors that are obtained by combining one o r more 
of the bas ic functors mentioned above: 
I. F1 (S) = I + S. 
2. F2(S ) = Ax S, 
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3. F_,(S) = I + (Ax S), 
4. F~(S) =SxS, 

5. F_~(S) = .tl'(A x S), 
6. F6(S) = (BxS)'1, 

7. F1(S)= I + ((Ax S) x (Ax S)). 
The definition of how these functors act on functions, follows from the definitions of 
the basic functors above. For instance, the functor F6 sends a function f: S-+ T to the 
function (Bx f )14, which maps a function </i in (8 x S)'1 to the function cF in (Bx T)'\ 
defined by 1/i(a) = (h,f(.~ )), where c/i(a) = (h,s). 

Next a few limit and colimit constructions in Set are described explicitly. A pull
huck of functions f: S--+ T and !I: U -+ T is a triple (P, k: P-+ S, I: P-+ U) with 
f o k = y a I such that for any set X and functions i: X -+ S and j: X -+ U with f o i = y 
o j there exists a unique (so-called mediating) function h: X-+ P with k oh= i and 
I o h = j. In Se!, a pull back of functions f: S -+ T and y: U-+ T always exists: 
the set 

P= {(s,u)ESx U\f(s)=f/(11)}, 

with projections 1?1 : P-+ S and 1?2 : P -+ U , is a pullback off and y. 
If (P,k, /) is a pullback of two functions f and y that are mono then k and I are 

mono. 
We shall also need the following notion: a ll'eak pullback is defined in the same 

way as a pullback, but without the requirement that the mediating function be unique. 
Weak and strong are the same if all functions involved are mono: 

Proposition A.2. A ll'eak pullbuck co11sis1i11!f of mono's is an (ordinary) pullhack. 

A cueq1iali=<·r of two functions f: S -+ T and ~/: S--+ T is a pair ( U, c: T-+ U) 
with c: o /=co fl such that for any function h: T -+ V with ho f = h o y there exists 
a unique function i: U-+ V such that i o <:= h. Also coequalizers always exist in Set: 
the quotient of T with respect to the sma llest equivalence relation on T that contains 
the set 

{(f(s),y(s)) lsE S} 

is a coequalizer of f and g. For a set S and an equivalence relation R on S, the 
quotient map llR: S-+ S/R can be readily seen to be the coequalizer of the projections 
from R to S: 

fR 
R __ _, S ---+S/R. 

7!1 
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The following diagrams show how in Set, the diagonal of a set S, and the kemel and 
the graph of a function f: S--> T can be obtained as pullbacks: 

Lis 
1!1 s K(f) "' s G(/) "' s 

"' l l '· "l 11 "l ll 
s S, s T, T T. 

i.. f lr 

The composition of two relations can be described by means of pullback and image 
as follows. Consider two relations R and Q 

R Q 
y~y~ 

s T U. 

with projections r; and q;. If we first take a pullback 

x 
Y' ~ 

R Q 
y~y~ 

S T U, 

then it is easy to see that the composition of R and Q is the image of r 1 ox1 and 
q1 ox2: 

The union of a collection of relations {R1 ~ S x T}; can be obtained by means of 
coproduct and image: consider 

where k and I are the componentwise projections. Then 

The intersect ion of a collection { Vk }k of subsets of a set S can be constructed by 
means of a generalized pullback, which is so to speak a pullback of a whole family 
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of arrows at the same time, as follows: 

nk Vi Vi 

1 l" 
vk' ;,., 

S, 

where { ik : Vk -> S}k are the inclusion mappings. Note that all functions are mono. 

Proposition A.3. Let F : Set-> Set he u .fi111cror thut prescr!l'es weuk pullhucks, i.e., 

trnn.~'f(1r111s ll'eak pullhucks into ll'eak pullhacks. Then F pre.1·erves i11tersfffio11.1'. 

Proof. Because F preserves weak pullbacks, the diagram above is transfonned by F 
into a weak pullback diagram: 

F(nk Vk) F(Vk) 

l l ""' 
F( Vk' ) 

F(ie l 
F(S). 

Because all functions in the original diagram are mono, and because F preserves 
mono's (Proposition A. I ), all. functions in the second diagram are mono as well. By 
Proposition A.2, the diagram is again a pullback in Set. Thus F(nk Vk) is (isomorphic 
to) nk F( Vi ). 0 

As we shall see in Sections 4 and 5, the requirement that functors preserve weak 
pullbacks is needed at va1ious places in the theory. Therefore it is wo11hwhile to 
examine which functors have this property. First an easy proposition. 

Proposition A.4. ff' a functor F: Set-> Set preservl!.I' pullhucks tlll!n it ulso preserves 

weak pullhacks. 

Many (combinations of the) functors mentioned above preserve pullbacks and hence 
weak pullbacks. To mention a few relevant examples: constant functors, identity, A x 
(-), A+ (-), (-)A (where A is an arbitrary set). The proofs are easy. For instance, 
it is straightforward to prove that A x R, where R is the pullback of two functions 
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f: S-+ U and y: T-+ U, is the pullback of the functions A x f: A x S-+ A x U and 

A xy:A x T-+A x U. 

An exception is the (covariant) powerset funcior: conside r I= {O} and 2 = {O. I}, 

and let f: 2-+ I be the unique constant function. Then 

R = { (0, 0), (0, I ), ( I, 0), ( I, I)} 

is a pullbaclk off with itself, but £'J(R) is not a pullback of £'J/ with itself. It is, 

however, a weak pullback. More generally, it is not difficult to prove that fl' preserves 

weak pull backs ( cf. (81] ). 
There is one functor in our list above that does not even preserve weak pullbacks. It 

is the contravarianl powerset functor composed with itself(# offe). Take, for instance, 

S={s1,s2,s3 }, T={t1,l2,t3}, U={111,112}, f:S-+U defined by {s1>-+ui,s2>-+111, 

s3 >-+ u2} and g : T-+ U defined by { 11 >-+ 111• 12 >-+ 112 , 13 ........ u2 }. Then the image of the 

pullback off and y is not a pullback and not even a weak pullback. 
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